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Abstract

Radio channel characterization is an important field of research which explores

the limiting features of the propagation environment and helps designing efficient

communication systems. This dissertation presents an in-depth analysis of the

A2G/G2A channel models and formulates the problem of G2A channel charac-

terization in the presence of multipaths in a multiple aircraft environment. It

is observed that most of the research literature supposedly model G2A channels

interchangeably in the same manner as that of land mobile communication links.

G2A communications systems are generally equipped with directional antennas

for dedicated coverage to flying aircrafts that benefit in increasing range and radio

signal strength while restraining interfering signals coming through scattering ob-

jects around ground station (GS). This research analyzes G2A multipath channel

and thus proposes a geometrically-based physical G2A multipath channel model.

The proposed channel model clearly justifies the existence of multipath environ-

ment in G2A communication due to the existence of aircrafts in the vicinity of

the intended aircraft. This model is based on a three-dimensional confocal pro-

late spheroids and uses the principle of single-bounce multipath geometry. In

order to observe the reflection properties of aircraft, a new term named as Spatial

Reflection Coefficient (SRC) is defined and then a novel relationship of the inter-

dependence between RADAR Cross-Section (RCS) and SRC is established. This

relationship relates two different terms which are being used differently in two

different fields of research. Both terms are inter-dependent and utilize the same

input parameters like incident angle, material properties, signaling frequency, po-

larization and observation angle. The proposed relationship interrelates RCS and

SRC which interchangeably help to extract the reflectivity information of a target’s

surface on the basis of observed RCS. Moreover, this interchangeability between

the RCS and SRC will help the researchers of different fields to utilize simulation

tools and algorithms of both domains interchangeably. The scattering properties

of the body of an Aircraft are analyzed by designing geometrical models of two

scenarios, satellite-to-aircraft and ground-to-aircraft. The proposed geometrical

models help to estimate the correct incident angles of incoming electromagnetic



x

(EM) waves impinging on aircraft’s surface. Utilizing information of the reflected

signal from aircraft’s body and the proposed multipath geometry, an expression

for the total received power at the intended aircraft is developed. For numeri-

cal computations, a quasi-realistic G2A propagation environment is constructed

in Matlabr. Simulations for bistatic radar cross section (BRCS) are performed

by taking A380r facet-based model on physical optics based simulation software

platform POFACETr and power delay profiles (PDPs) are developed. Statis-

tics of the PDPs are then evaluated and the expected data rates of the designed

scenario are envisioned. This study highlights the time-dispersive nature of the

G2A propagation environment and may become a foundation to observe the com-

munication link performance of G2A applications in recent future. Furthermore,

a visualization of the interference caused in wide-beam and narrow-beam G2A

communication link scenarios is presented. The proposed model is equally ap-

plicable to the networks of passenger aircrafts, flocks of jet fighters and mesh of

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) drones. This model can also be used to analyze

the performance of high data-rate communication links with high mobile speeds

over sparsely distributed multipath channels.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

The advancements in wireless mobile technology have significantly influenced the

daily life of every human being through innovative ways of communication, de-

spite one’s physical location around the globe. The availability of data services on

mobile devices has further enhanced the communication activity in a more suit-

able and inexpensive way by their integration with real-time applications. These

applications facilitated people to stay connected to the world every where and at

any time. Due to the growing potential of data-hungry real-time applications, the

demand of high data-rate internet access is expected to grow more dynamically in

coming decades. This increase in demand is basically for the availability of uninter-

rupted wireless connectivity with high mobility and guaranteed performance. Rise

in demand in recent years was not only seen from the mobile users on the ground

but was also observed in the case of the passengers traveling in aircrafts around the

globe. To address the demand of in-flight internet, satellite communication system

is still one of the major global solutions for the provision of data services to flying

aircrafts; however, it is not the best solution for real-time communication services

due to its longer end-to-end delays. Therefore, in recent years, the exploration of

1



Introduction 2

new ways to provide high-speed seamless internet connectivity to aircraft passen-

gers has gained the attention of the researchers and development organizations.

Air-to-Ground (A2G) and Ground-to-Air (G2A) communication systems are the

alternate feasible ways other than the satellite communication systems that can

provide high-speed data services with less route delays for data-hungry real-time

applications [1]. These links are also a prime requirement of Unmanned Aerial

Vehicles (UAVs) to control their operations through ground terminals. The de-

mand of UAV is anticipated to grow exponentially in future due to its immense use

in various applications like internet provision, military operations, cargo delivery,

weather monitoring, precision farming, firefighting, law enforcement, customs and

border patrolling [1–3].

1.2 G2A/A2G Communication

In the last decade, wireless communication has experienced tremendous growth in

terms of wireless technology and smart mobile devices efficiency. As a result, an

advanced era of airborne internet started that gained the attention of researchers

and development organizations who established state-of-the-art methods of pro-

viding communication facility to onboard passengers. The earliest communication

with airborne vehicles was solemnly for the sake of aeronautical communication

between the pilot and the ground crew. The advent of efficient smart mobile de-

vices removed the communication barriers among the people living much far away

from each other on the earth. The high usage of internet and global social con-

nectivity of the people demanded the provision of seamless internet connectivity

during the flights. To achieve this purpose, satellite-to-aircraft was the first solu-

tion of providing internet; however, the longer end-to-end delay, cost inefficiency

and high-data rate requirements for data-hungry applications made this option

expensive and infeasible. Therefore, the researchers and organizations provided

ground-to-air (G2A) and air-to-ground (A2G) solutions that can provide cost-

effective coverage with less end-to-end delay and high-data rate as compared to

the satellite-based communication systems.
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A2G/G2A communication systems has gained attention due to potential of as-

sisting in various field applications that specifically require two-way telecommu-

nications i.e. emergency response, remote sensing, pollution monitoring, earth

observation, military applications, meteorological measurements, navigation ap-

plications, land and agriculture management. A2G/G2A based communication

systems are the possible alternatives of satellite-based communication systems

due to their rapid deployment and cost effectiveness. These systems may serve as

airborne base stations to provide internet and terrestrial services to land mobile

users when the existing terrestrial networks are overloaded due to a large concen-

tration of users in a specific area. These systems may also serve as an efficient

and cost-effective relays between satellites and the ground stations. These can

cover a large area of earth and are immune to the natural disasters like floods

and earthquakes when the infrastructure of terrestrial network get damaged. A2G

based communication system consists of high-altitude platform (HAP) flying at

an altitude ranging between 17 to 30 km in the stratosphere and can stay in the

sky for a long period. Whereas, G2A based communication system radiates up-

ward directed radio beam to provide communication services to flying aircrafts.

In literature, various projects address the use of manned and unmanned aerial

vehicles. An appropriate design of A2A/G2A communication system necessitates

a detailed understanding of multipath propagation geometry between the ground

segments and HAPs.

1.3 G2A Communication Scenarios

The Radio spectrum for communication is a scarce resource that requires opti-

mal utilization through efficient spread spectrum techniques. Multiuser spread

spectrum systems usually employ a predefined protocol to accommodate multiple

users while sharing the same single-access medium. This single-access medium is

broken into various channels to provide the same access opportunities for all users

in the system. The primary success of a multiuser communication system is that

the multiple signals share the same communication resource while maintaining a
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manageable interference to other users. Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)

and Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA) are the two well established multiple

access schemes to efficiently utilize the communication medium.

G2A Communication Link

Figure 1.1: Illustration of CDMA-based wide-beam communication link sce-
nario.

1.3.1 CDMA

CDMA spread spectrum communication technique was initially developed for mil-

itary services; however, since 1990, it has been intensively utilized for commercial

systems. In CDMA, various users can send information simultaneously over a sin-

gle communication channel by using their unique orthogonal signature waveforms

separately assigned to each active user of the system. This system allocates all

resources to every active user instead of allocating different frequencies or time re-

sources to each active user. In this system, a user transmit its narrow band message

after multiplying to the spreading sequence having considerable large bandwidth.

To detect the message signal addressed to the user, the receiver correlates the

received message with the assigned unique orthogonal sequence of the user. Each
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active user of the CDMA system independently operates with no knowledge of

other users and the signals from other users appears as noise after decorrelation.

In CDMA-based G2A communication system, a wide-beam is pointed towards the

sky to provide communication services to flying aircrafts. The same methodology

of CDMA-based land mobile communication system is used to accommodate mul-

tiple aircrafts in the system. The aircrafts can simultaneously transmit/receiver

their information symbols by using their unique spreading signatures. An illustra-

tive view of CDMA-based wide-beam communication link scenario is presented in

Fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.2: Illustration of SDMA-based narrow-beam G2A communication
link scenario.

1.3.2 SDMA

Spatial Division Multiple Access (SDMA) is the one widely adopted technique

in wireless technology that spatially separates airspace for each active user and

provides communication services over the same set of frequencies. Its advanced

signal processing capability locates each active user in space and radiates separate
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directed radio beams towards them instead of transmitting a signal to an entire

coverage area. This is the most sophisticated utilization of geographical region

that increases capacity, efficiency and coverage range of the communication sys-

tem with less radiated energy compared to wide-beam/single-beam communication

services. This can be integrated with any conventional multiple access technique

such as TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access), CDMA (Code Division Multi-

ple Access) and FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access). The same working

methodology can be employed in SDMA-based G2A communication systems that

may accommodate various aircrafts by assigning separate spatial signatures on

the basis of their physical locations in geographical airspace in view of the ground

station. This permits frequency reuse within the same ground station, provides a

high signal-to-interference ratio and utilizes low power levels. The smart antenna

capabilities generate nulls to the interfering signals coming from proximate scat-

tering objects that may cause interference to the user of interest. The scenario of

SDMA-basad narrow-beams communication links is explained in Fig. 1.2.

1.4 RADAR and Radar Cross Section

RADAR (Radio Detection and Ranging) system is an electromagnetic (EM) sys-

tem to detect the presence of reflecting objects/target such as air-vehicles, ground-

vehicles, people and natural environment. This operates by emitting EM radio

waves into airspace and receiving the reflected echo signals from an object/target.

The received echo signals not only explore the existence of an object/target but

also determine target’s location by comparing the received and the transmitted

radio signals. The radar system has ability to perform its function over short and

long ranges and can operate in snow, rain, fog, haze and darkness. The ability

of estimating distances of objects/targets in all weather is the one important as-

pect of RADARs. The principle of radar is explained in Fig. 1.3 with its basic

components. A radar transmitting antenna illuminates a target/object by radiat-

ing EM signal energy into airspace and receives a portion of reflected EM signal,

as a result of reflection from the object/target, at its highly sensitive receiver.
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Transmitter

Receiver

Range to the intended target

Transmitted EM signal

Echo signal

Intended target

Processing unit

Figure 1.3: Basic components of RADAR and its working principle.

The received energy is then delivered to the processing unit of radar system that

reveals the presence of the target and determine its geographical location. The

range of an object is determined by the measuring the time taken by the trans-

mitted radio wave traveling from RADAR to the targeted object and then back

to the RADAR receiver antenna. These can be used detect aircraft, spacecraft,

missiles, ships, vehicles, weather formation and terrain. Moreover, the modern use

of RADAR covers highly diverse areas, like terrestrial traffic control, flight con-

trol systems, antimissile systems, aircraft anti-collision system, space surveillance,

ground penetrating radars, geological observations and meteorological precipita-

tion monitoring. Electromagnetic waves when incident on a target, are normally

diffract or scatter in all directions. The scattered waves can be separated into two

polarization levels; horizontal polarization and vertical polarization. The intensity

of scattered or reflected EM waves received at the RADAR receiver antenna that

have the same polarization defines the target RADAR Cross Section (RCS). It

is a measure that describes the visibility of a target to the RADAR. The RCS

is termed as monostatic RCS if the transmitter and receiver are identical; how-

ever, it is interpreted as Bistatic RCS when their locations are non-identical. The

geometry of both the scenarios is shown in the Fig. 1.4. In terms of scattering

methodology, both the terms are identical except the inclusion of bistatic angle in

BRCS that makes it different and complex than monostatic RCS.

Assume the power density of an EM wave incident on a targeting object located

at range R away from the radar is PDi. The amount of reflected power from the
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Tx Rx

(a) Monostatic Radar (b) Bistatic Radar

Tx/Rx 

Figure 1.4: Geometric comparison between monostatic and bistatic radar.

target can be defined as [4]

Pref = σPDi (1.1)

where, σ denotes the target cross section. Whereas, the power density PDr can be

defined as

PDr =
Pref

4πR2
(1.2)

solving the above two equations yields

σ = 4πR2PDr
PDi

(1.3)

1.5 Reflection Coefficient

Reflection is the one important phenomenon of electromagnetic wave theory that

occurs when a wave impinges on a reflective surface having a large dimension

compared to its wavelength. In practical situations, radio waves are generally

reflected by the scattering surfaces such as ground and buildings or any other

object between the transmitter and the receiver. A radio wave when reflected

from the reflective surface, the intensity of the reflected wave becomes less in

comparison to the incident wave. The ratio of the reflected and the incident wave

intensity is known as the reflection coefficient of the surface. Fresnel equations are

generally used to describe this relation, that depends upon polarization, frequency,
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permittivity and conductivity of the reflective surface, and the incident angle of

the wave. Moreover, the reflection coefficient of a surface can also be viewed as

the transfer function of the reflection process. Since, both amplitude and phase

changes are possible at the point of reflection, the coefficient is in general complex.

Considering, complex reflection coefficient Γ, the relation among reflected electric

field Er and incident electric field Ei intensities can be described as follows [5–7].

Er = ΓEi (1.4)

1.6 G2A Communication Channel

Like traditional land mobile radio channels, propagation of signals in A2G or G2A

communication channels is also governed by the same four propagation mech-

anisms, i.e., reflection, diffraction, scattering, and free-space propagation. The

A2G communication channel is generally presumed identical to G2A communica-

tion channel; however, radio signal propagation characteristics in these channels

make them different from each other. Such differences are essential in modeling

large-scale and small-scale fading of A2G or G2A channel environments. In A2G

communication, high-altitude platforms (HAPs) are aloft in the air to provide

downward communication or internet coverage to ground users. In this scenario,

both the transmitter and the receiver are in motion. Whereas, in G2A commu-

nication systems, a ground station (GS) fixed at a specific position radiates radio

signals to communicate with air vehicles in the sky. Since the primary purpose

of a G2A communication system is to provide communication or internet facility

to flying aircraft/air-vehicle; therefore, upward directed directional antennas are

generally used to serve this purpose. Directional antennas increase coverage and

signal strength, while limits the expected interfering signals coming from scattering

objects around the GS.
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Figure 1.5: Provision of internet through ground station.

1.7 Research Objectives

The paramount objective of this work is to analyze G2A propagation environ-

ment, to highlight its limiting features that undermine the performance of the

communication link and to present its appropriate model. G2A communication

environment is generally presumed to be a line-of-sight (LoS) communication envi-

ronment; however, in reality, the intended aircraft may receive reflected/scattered

interfering signals coming from proximate scattering aircraft. Those proximate

aircraft may act as scatterers in G2A communication link and may result in de-

grading communication performance of the link. This dissertation therefore aims

at modeling the existence of multipath environment due to the presence of scat-

tering aircraft around the intended aircraft.

1.8 Applications of the Proposed Research

The proposed work may benefit in various modern applications that can be grouped

into two main categories, i.e. Airborne internet access and Unmanned aerial ve-

hicles.
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1.8.1 Airborne Internet Access

Provision of communication and internet services to onboard passengers for real-

time voice or data services through ground stations is the one significant applica-

tion of the modern-day. Present applications usually require high-speed internet

access with a less end-to-end delay to efficiently perform their operations. There-

fore, internet provision with slow data-rate cannot fulfill modern-day requirements

of onboard passengers. G2A communication links are the one prominent option of

providing high-speed internet with less end-to-end route delay. For global coverage,

G2A ground station can be installed on various busy air routes on the ground and

remote oceanic regions. This work may help to analyze G2A channel properties

and to perceive effective data-rates of the communication links.Airborne-Internet

1.8.2 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)

In recent years, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has gained much importance

due to their extensive use in various commercial and defense-related applications.

These vehicles are being used in multiple fields, among them, some are border

surveillance, rescue missions, medical assistance, delivery of goods, cinematogra-

phy, scientific researches, surveying, pollution monitoring, disaster monitoring and

UAV Mesh Network

Military Drone

Ground TerminalsArea of Interest/ Targets

WiFi UAV

Figure 1.6: UAVs application scenarios.
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to combat criminal or terrorist activities. The operability and high performance

of UAVs highly depend on seamless wireless connectivity through air-to-ground,

ground-to-air or air-to-air links. Aerial networks significantly differ from tradi-

tional wireless networks because these networks are not just communication net-

works but also control networks to operate functionality of UAVs from ground

stations. Thus, application specific requirements pose challenges over communi-

cation range, delay, control, data services, and energy limitations. For instance,

aerial filming of a particular event may require high data-rate downlink transfer-

ring to the client on the ground, whereas, in applications where UAVs act as data

mules, it possibly requires high-data rate at the uplink [8]. In situations when

UAVs are equipped to combats with terrorists/criminals, video surveillance and

control traffic with high data-rate are needed to mark and hit before losing the

target. Hence, it is notable that the performance and operations of UAVs are

highly dependent on high-speed data services. Furthermore, UAVs may act as

a flying wireless network in which each UAV relays information meant for oth-

ers and transmit/receive information intended for it. In this situation, at least

one UAV needs to be directly connected with the ground station with a high-

speed data link. SDMA-based narrow-beam communication links may serve these

applications quite efficiently by providing a high-speed communication link with

increased range and less end-to-end delay.

1.9 Thesis Organization

Rest of the work presented in this dissertation is organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, a detailed review of the existing literature is presented with a

critical analysis and discussion to create a gap of this study for problem formu-

lation. The main contributions of this research study is also provided in this

chapter. In Chapter 3, reflection phenomenon of a transmitted signal in G2A

communication link is profoundly analyzed. This chapter explains methodology

to develop a relationship between RADAR Cross Section (RCS) and Spatial Re-

flection Coefficient (SRC). For correct evaluation of incident angles of impinging
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Electromagnetic (EM) waves on aircraft’s body, a geometric model is proposed

and discussed in this chapter for two scenarios, satellite-to-aircraft and ground-

to-aircraft. Moreover, details of simulation tool POFACET and the description

of aircraft’s facet-based model is also provided in this chapter. In Chapter 4,

existence of multipath environment in G2A communication system due to the

presence of proximate scattering aircraft around the intended aircraft is explored

and geometrically-based physical G2A channel model is proposed for two propaga-

tion scenarios: wide-beam communication link and narrow-beam communication

link. In Chapter 5, characterization of G2A channel and multi-aircraft inter-

ference modeling in presence of scattering aircrafts in the vicinity of intended

aircraft is performed. Moreover, this chapter provides expression for total signal

power received at the intended aircraft coming from the ground station. Visual

interpretation of interference caused in wide-beam and narrow-beam G2A com-

munication link scenarios is also discussed in this chapter. Finally, Chapter 6

concludes the thesis with future directives.



Chapter 2

Literature Survey and Problem

Formulation

This chapter provides a detailed literature survey to create a gap of this research

work. Section 2.1, gives intensive review of the published articles with critical

comments and discussion. Through critical analysis of the literature, gap of this

study is created which is presented in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, problem formu-

lation of this research thesis is explained. Finally, Section 2.5 highlights the main

contributions of this dissertation.

2.1 Literature Survey

The anticipated growth in aerospace vehicles around the globe has incited many

researchers and organizations to identify unexplored challenges that must be re-

solved to fulfill the needs of safe integration of UASs into global airspace. Despite

the tremendous growth in aerospace vehicles, a very limited number of articles have

been published so far that propose channel characterization for aircraft-to-ground

(A2G) and ground-to-aircraft (G2A) communication links as compared to terres-

trial channels. Most of these research articles provide channel models between

14
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aircraft and satellite [9–11] which are mostly related to aeronautical communi-

cations. Moreover, a considerable effort has also been devoted in the literature

to characterize the propagation behavior of radio signals in A2G communication

environments [1, 2, 10–34]. In every realistic radio communication environment,

multipath is one of the major causes of fading that limits the achievable capacity.

In A2G/G2A radio propagation environments, the scatterers around ground sta-

tion (GS) or aircraft station (AS) also create multipath propagation environment

and produce small-scale fading in the received signal [2, 12, 14, 21]. Moreover, the

high-mobility of aircrafts in multipath environments spreads the frequency spec-

trum which further creates time variations in channel characteristics. Hence, it is

essential to analyze the characteristics of fading channel that limits the achievable

capacity of A2G/G2A radio links and in turn degrades their performance.

The elementary work of characterizing multipath propagation phenomenon be-

tween aircraft and satellite/ground terminals was carried to improve the commu-

nication performance of the aeronautical communication systems. Various research

studies have been performed in this regard; however, most of the published research

articles in this domain focused only on characterizing communication link between

a satellite and an aircraft. For more details about aeronautical channel modeling

one can consult to [9–11, 24–27, 31, 35, 36] and the references therein. Various

measurement-based studies have also been performed in [14, 21, 24, 25, 27, 31–

34, 37, 38] to analyze the limiting behavior of A2G channel; however, these studies

are limited to low-altitude airborne communication and are site specific. In [24],

the authors presented a measurement-based multipath channel model for nar-

row band aeronautical telemetry communication links. Almost the same work

was done in [14, 25] while considering a wideband channel model for aeronauti-

cal telemetry, where the authors conducted a measurement campaign to observe

the power delay profile of the channel, which was further used to evaluate the

delay spread of the channel and multipath losses. In [15], spatial and temporal

characteristics of A2G channel for V/UHF band were investigated, where (Add

some sentences here). In [16], the authors modeled A2G propagation environment

by using a tapped-delay filter and analyzed communication performance of A2G
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channel in terms of Bit-Error-Rate (BER). A2G communication system employ-

ing multiple antenna arrays was investigated in [17], where both statistical and

geometrical models were used to describe the time-space dispersion of the chan-

nel. It was concluded that the topography of earth degrades the performance

of multi-antenna systems. In [29, 39–41], the capacity and performance of A2G

communication links employing multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) antennas was

investigated and their use in increasing the channel capacity of A2G communi-

cation environment was suggested. In A2G communication, signals coming from

the aircraft develop a unique multipath environment after their reflections from

the topography of the earth. To observe the impact of earth’s topography in

generating a multipath scattering environment, considerable measurement-based

research efforts have been made in [19, 22, 28, 32–36, 42, 43] characterizing mul-

tipath environment over land, forest, and mountainous and oceanic regions. For

more measurement-based studies of A2G wireless link in different propagation sce-

narios using high-altitude platforms (e.g. Air balloon, Quad-copter, or Aircraft),

one can consult to [14, 21, 29, 41, 44–61]. In some of the above-cited measure-

ment campaigns were conducted over C and L bands [32, 34, 42, 43, 47–50, 62],

while the rest of the cited measurement studies were performed at different fre-

quencies ranging from 0.9 GHz to 18 GHz. In wireless communication, the radio

propagation environment poses severe challenges for a transmitted signal and at-

tenuates its power due to several environmental-impediments. The amount of the

attenuated power of the received signal in comparison to the transmitted signal is

termed as path loss. Measurement-based path-loss models can be used to predict

an appropriate distance or range of AS to remain in contact with the GS. In the

above-cited measurement campaigns, the authors in [21, 32, 42, 43, 46–51, 62]

observed the behavior of signal propagation path-losses and developed path-loss

models for different A2G communication environments. Time dispersive nature of

the propagation environment is usually observed through root-mean-square (RMS)

delay spread, which provides the extent in which a transmitted signal spreads over

time after reception. Characterization of multipath nature of A2G communication

environments was made in [14, 32, 41–43, 46–51, 62], where the authors used the
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power delay profiles (PDPs) of the transmitted signal to evaluate the root-mean-

square (RMS) delay spread of the channel. From the results, it was observed

that RMS delay spread in urban or suburban A2G channel environment is larger

than the RMS delay spread observed in open space, mountainous, forest and over

water or sea [42, 43, 48]. Although, measurement-based studies provide accurate

knowledge of a specific A2G communication environment with substantial use of

resources; however, the results obtained through measurement campaigns cannot

be generalized for all environments. Studies of the above mentioned articles show

that the terrain topography severely affects the profile of doppler-delay spread

spectrum and influences uniquely the A2G channel characteristics on the basis of

terrain topography. Therefore, an accurate modeling of A2G channel necessitates

the consideration of the infrastructure around ground station (GS) that acts as

the cluster of scatterering object.

In time-varying propagation environments, the Doppler spread occurs due to the

motion of the transmitter, the receiver or of the scattering objects present in

between the transmitter and the receiver. In A2G/G2A communication environ-

ments, the Doppler shift solemnly depends upon the speed and altitude of the

aircrafts. Usually, high Doppler shifts are experienced when the aircraft is close

to the GS; however, the rate of change in Doppler shifts is significantly reduced

when the aircraft is at high altitude and far away from the GS. This is due to

the fact that at higher altitudes the angular spread decreases, while it increases

at low altitudes [2]. Doppler shift generates offset in carrier frequency and de-

grade the performance of the communication link. Various research studies have

been published in the literature [2, 19, 27, 41, 45, 46, 50, 63–68] to model and

characterize the Doppler spread in A2G communication environments. In [2], the

characterization of the Doppler spectrum and second order fading statistics for

A2G communication environments were presented by considering uniformly dis-

tributed scatterers around GS. Moreover, the characteristics of Doppler shift and

angular spread were also analyzed by considering the mobility of aircraft, the al-

titude of aircraft and the height of ground terminal. In [27, 63], simulations were

performed to observe the Doppler effects at different phases of aircraft flight at
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airport. In [19], the authors discussed a three-dimensional A2G doppler spread

spectrum in rich scattering environment. Doppler spread in multipath environ-

ment in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) was discussed in [64–

66]. For more details about modeling and characterization of Doppler spectrum

in A2G communication environments, one can consult to [41, 45, 46, 50, 67–69],

and the references therein.

To analyze the characteristics of a propagation environment, a model depicting

an explicit representation of some part of reality is usually developed to perceive

the restrictions of the environment and to exploit the necessary countermeasures

for the best utilization of the channel. Geometrical channel modeling is the well-

known channel modeling technique that describes the spatial distribution of the

received multipath signals by assuming randomly distributed scatterers within a

specified geometrical shape in which two communicating units may reside. For

the exploitation of the spatial nature of communication environment in designing,

analysis and implementation of wireless systems, various research studies have

been published in the literature covering different applications with different ge-

ometric channel models. For more details about geometrically-based stochastic

channel models, one can consult to [2, 20, 70–80] and the references therein. The

initial work for the representation of air-to-ground (A2G) channels through ge-

ometrical channel modeling was proposed in [13], where the authors presented

a three-dimensional ellipsoidal geometry based A2G geometric channel model to

analyze the temporal and spatial characteristics of A2G communication environ-

ment. This work was further extended in [2, 20, 70] by providing an analysis of the

multipath shape factors in A2G communication environment. Although, geomet-

ric channel models help in analyzing a propagation environment; however, the use

of a specific distribution delineating geographical/scattering regions is unrealistic.

RADAR Cross-Section (RCS) is one of the important parameters of RADAR sys-

tems that reveal the presence of intended targets in their range of coverage. Quan-

titatively, it is a fictitious surface area that gives a measure to observe the intensity

of the received EM wave reflected from a target object in order to exploit its vis-

ibility. In the literature various electromagnetic techniques have been presented
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to predict RCS of an object that can be classified into two large families: rigor-

ous techniques and asymptotic techniques. The rigorous techniques, such as the

method of moments (MoM) [81], the finite difference time domain (FDTD) [82],

finite element method (FEM) [83], Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) [84], fast

multipole methods (FMM) and multilevel fast multiple method (MLFMM) [85]

work on the basis of discretization of the geometry of an object and require high

computational resources. On the other hand, asymptotic techniques, such as Phys-

ical Optics (PO) [86], Geometric Optics (GO) [87], Physical Theory of Diffraction

(PTD) [88] and Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) [89] increase the accu-

racy of the result with an increase in frequency while keeping the computational

cost constant. Hence, these approaches are more suitable to analyze electrically

large bodies such as aircrafts or ships. In [90], the authors compared and verified

the results of PO with the measurements taken in an anechoic chamber. The re-

sults show a good suitability between the measurements and numerical resultsof

PO. In [91], the authors obtained statistical parameters of aircraft’s RCS measure-

ments and deduced strong dependency of statistical parameters on radar operating

frequency, the geometry of aircraft and aspect angles. Moreover, it was concluded

that the average value of RCS highly influence the detection probability of a tar-

get as compared to the normalized value of RCS. In [92], the authors monitored

RCS of commercial aircrafts over different flying routes and inspected the effect

of RCS fluctuations due to the change in aspect angles and their dependence in

aircraft classification. In this study, the wire model of Boeing 747-200 is developed

to calculate RCS with the help of Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC). From

the results, it was concluded that the change in aspect angles strongly affect RCS

measurements and in result provides fluctuations in RCS measurements. In [93],

the authors presented an implementation procedure of measuring RCS of aircrafts

and highlighted some important tradeoffs between computational cost and the ac-

curacy in modeling and simulation of RCS related applications. In this article, the

authors compared the accuracy of various interpolation techniques in generating

continuous samples of RCS and recommended spline interpolation method with
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less interpolation error. In order to increase the computational efficiency of mono-

static RCS, various interpolation techniques have also been proposed in the litera-

ture [94–98] to reduce the time-memory requirement of RCS calculations. In [99],

the authors highlighted interdependence between RCS and spatial reflection co-

efficient (SRC) and formulated a relationship between them. This relationship

was supposed to be useful in using both terms interchangeably. In order to facili-

tate RCS-based analyses, a number of open-access RCS simulation packages have

been introduced in the literature, such as FDTD-RCS [100] code, MoM-based

NEC2 [101] code and PO-based POFACET [102, 103] code. The FDTD-based

RCS package works by discretizing the targeting object into a number of Yee cells;

NEC2 utilizes wire-grid model; while POFACET utilizes facet-based triangulation

information of the intended object. Among these simulation packages, POFACET

estimates are found more accurate in specular direction providing best results for

electrically large bodies [104]. In this research, POFACET based RCS estimates

are utilized for G2A communication channel modeling.

A radio propagation environment is naturally susceptible to various channel im-

pediments that may change over time in some unpredictable ways due to the

movement of transmitter, receiver or the environment between them. Path loss

(PL) gives an insight of communication link and provides a measure to represent

dissipated amount of power radiated by a transmitter on its way to the receiver. In

this regard, various research studies have been proposed in the literature consid-

ering aeronautical, G2A or A2G communication environments. In recent studies,

the authors in [32, 47], conducted measurement campaigns at 900 MHz and 5

GHz frequency bands with drones flying at an altitude ranging between 500 m

to 2 km. However, in this study, height dependency of UAVs was not assessed

which is much likely to be used by commercial drones in near future. In [105], the

authors performed measurements with a stationary balloon at 1900m altitude and

presented a modified two-ray model that shows variations in path loss exponent.

To highlight the dependency of path loss exponent on UAV altitude, the authors

in [106] observed measurements at 800 MHz and concluded with a discussion that

PL exponent decreases with an increase in the UAV altitude. In [107], the authors
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comprehensively analyzed the channel measurements of air vehicles and provided

the design guidelines to establish link budget of the UAV communication, taking

account of propagation losses, shadowing and signal fading. In [108], the au-

thors investigated the impact of an interfering node in UAVs network considering

LoS and NLoS communication links. In presence of interfering node, closed-form

expression of outage probability is derived and optimal heights of UAVs are de-

termined. Moreover, it was concluded that NLoS environments could be better

than LoS environments when the average received power of the interference is

much higher than that of the main signal link. For more details and discussion,

the readers may consult to [21, 42, 43, 47, 58, 109, 110] for PL estimates using

log-distance models, [53, 111] for path loss modeling considering shadowing for

NLoS paths, [30, 32, 48, 62] for two-ray path loss models and the references

therein. Although, various research studies contribute to PL modeling for A2G

and aeronautical communication links; however, none of the existing research stud-

ies specifically reported G2A path loss modeling. G2A and A2G communication

scenarios posses different signal propagation environments and thus can not be

considered the same.

It is well evident from the literature that a transmitted radio signal when received

at the receiver carries not only the direct line of sight component but a series

of delayed replicas of the same transmitted signal [112]. The delayed copies are

in fact the result of reflection, diffraction, refraction or scattering from the sur-

rounding objects located in-between the transmitter and the receiver end. The

same methodology also applies to the aeronautical communication, where the fly-

ing aircrafts act as scatterers and re-radiate interfering signals that may degrade

the communication performance of the desired link. The concept of reflection or

scattering of radio signals due to the presence of aircrafts in the propagation en-

vironment can be legitimized by analyzing the work presented in [99, 113, 114].

In [113], the authors quantitatively measured the interference to an ILS-localizer

due to reflection/scattering of radio signals from large-size aircrafts like Airbusr

and Boeingr aircrafts while taxing on airport. In this study, bistatic RCS re-

sults are used to assess the disturbing influence of reflections from the aircrafts.
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From the results, it was observed that both aircrafts under study provided signifi-

cant interference to ILS-localizer; however, the aircraft A380 significantly provided

large disturbing influence as compared to the aircraft B747. In [115], the authors

used computational models of three commercial aircrafts, the Boeing 747-200r,

the Airbus A320r and the Boeing 737-200r, in MoM-based NEC2 simulation

package. From the results, it was observed that the flight routes influence RCS

signatures and thus, accurate knowledge of the aircraft’s flight route is needed for

aircraft identification. Airplane flutter phenomena usually observed on the ground

over terrestrial TV sets is also caused by the reflected or scattered multipath waves

from the airplanes. In [114], the authors proposed a model of fluttering to pro-

duce signal fluctuations as a result of multipath scattering from airplane due to

the airplane flutter phenomena. Simulations results are validated with the mea-

surements at 60.75 MHz and 208.75 MHz. For more details and understanding,

the reader may consult to [116–119] and the references therein. The degradation

of the received signal at the aircraft from the neighboring aircrafts is a similar

phenomenon which will be discussed in detail in the proposed research.

In recent years, the demand of in-flight internet connectivity (IFIC) for onboard

passengers has increased tremendously and is expected to boost up more dynam-

ically in the coming years. To address this demand of acquiring IFIC, various

airlines companies have either installed or planned to install the IFIC system in

the coming years. According to a report published in 2018, currently 82 airlines

offer in-flight internet to its passengers worldwide with 17% increase since the

start of 2017 [120]. Moreover, in coming years, IFIC is supposed to become an

important factor for airlines to gain the interest of passengers and could become a

vital resource of revenue generation. The IFIC market is envisioned to grow from

$5.03B in 2018 to $7.65B by 2023, with a compound annual growth rate of 8.72%

from 2018 to 2023 [121]. A survey of Honeywell [122] reports that the availability

of in-flight internet highly influences a passengers’ selection of flights and it was

observed that around 66% of the passengers selected flights based on IFIC avail-

ability. According to a recent Inmarsat survey [123], it was observed that IFIC

plays a major role in changing customer’s loyalty and satisfaction with airlines.
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The analysis reveals that 81% of the passengers aspired to use Wi-Fi if available,

74% of the business travelers felt it crucial, and 67% wanted to rebook their flight

with an airline having IFIC. Therefore, the commercial aviation industry should

grab attention of the passengers by providing them freedom to stay connected to

the world whenever and wherever they want.

The high demand of in-flight internet connectivity (IFIC) directed the interest

of academia and development organizations to find alternate ways of providing

seamless in-flight internet connectivity to onboard passengers at favorable cost.

In recent developments, IFIC can be provided through cellular-based direct air-

to-ground communication (DA2GC) or satellite-based communication (SC). Pro-

vision of in-flight internet through satellite-based communication link is the one

globally accepted solution for transcontinental flights; however, due to long trans-

mission latency and cost-inefficiency, it cannot be assumed an optimal solution for

data-rate hungry real-time applications. The transcontinental commercial flights

carry significant share of the airline market because among 34.8 million worldwide

commercial flights, 40% flights were reported to be international in 2015 [124].

Currently, SC is the only global solution that provide IFIC to transcontinental

flights. On the other hand, DA2GC system exploits its ground stations equipped

with upward-directed radio transmitters for providing IFIC using cellular commu-

nications. The DA2GC system connects with flying aircrafts via a direct link and

provides IFIC in the same way as a connection for a regular terrestrial mobile user.

Ground stations (GSs) are similar to cellular towers; however, these are placed far

away from each other covering an approximate radius of 50 to 150km [125]. The

DA2GC system has an edge of easy and low-cost installation of GSs; however, it

only provides coverage over the ground. Therefore, provision of worldwide IFIC

necessitates the use of satellites, especially over the sea where DA2GC cannot op-

erate. A hybrid system with combination of DA2GC and SC can also be used for

global coverage and efficiency.

In 2008, the GoGo Inc. built the cellular based air-to-ground network and inaugu-

rated its functioning on first commercial aircrafts. The IFIC in U.S and Canada is

provided through a large number of ground stations ( around 225 ) employed with
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Ev-DO CDMA 2000 standard operating at 800 MHz frequency. With growing

demand of bandwidth, GoGo engineering team upgraded their DA2GC system to

second generation system, named as ATG-4, that provides a peak speed of 9.8

Mbps [126]. With the passage of time, the company still suffered with low band-

width, and hence planned to launch a series of satellites to achieve high data rates,

i.e. Ku-Satellite (Max. data rate of 30Mbps) in 2013, 2Ku-Satellite (Max. data

rate of 70Mbps) in 2016, HTS-Ku Satellites (Max. data rate of 100 Mbps) and

HTS-LEO Satellites (Max. data rate of 200Mbps) expected in 2018 [127]. Fur-

ther, in 2018, Inmarsat and Deutsche Telekom collectively launched global IFIC

with their technology partner Cobham SATCOM and Nokia, named as European

Aviation Network (EAN). The EAN is a hybrid IFIC network that covers all the

28 European Union member states with a setup of S-band satellites and 300 LTE-

based ground stations providing IFIC up to 75 Mbps/cell. In the network, S-band

satellites are operated by Inmarsat and LTE-based ground network is operated by

Deutsch Telekom [128, 129].

In [130], authors presented a satellite-based IFIC mechanism for aircraft passen-

gers and cabin crew; however, incorporating satellites in this complex framework

made this mechanism inefficient. In order to provide cost effective solution for

IFIC, an improved framework utilizing ad-hoc network was proposed in [131]. A

multi-hop ad-hoc wireless network design of aircrafts is presented in [132], in which

the system utilizes space-time division multiple access scheme to communicate and

deliver data to neighboring aircrafts. In this study, a practical air-to-air experi-

ment was conducted to observe the transmission characteristics between aircrafts

and the PL characteristics of the propagation channel were derived. For good

performance, it was observed that the proposed system required dense network of

aircrafts which is seldom a case in a typical coverage region. In [133], the authors

introduced a mesh network based model of aircrafts for the delivery of IFIC to air-

crafts flying across oceans. In this model, an aircraft flying in the coverage range

of coastal ground stations acts as a relay node and delivers data to its neighboring

aircrafts of the mesh network. In order to optimize the capacity of A2G commu-

nication link, a Geographic Load Sharing Routing (GLSR) was also introduced.
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However, it is quite perceptible that a data relaying aircraft (around coastal re-

gions) may become a bottleneck of the network which may deteriorate network

performance as a result of network congestion. In [134] as a remedial measure, a

link scheduling constraint mechanism was presented to combat congestion in the

GLSR. In [1], the authors planned to develop dedicated G2A links by exploiting

already laid submarine optical fiber cables to provide IFIC to aircrafts flying over

remote oceanic regions through stationed ships connected with submarine optical

fiber cables.

In [41], the authors conducted a measurement campaign to examine the suit-

ability of Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) antennas for A2G communication.

It was concluded that the spatial properties of the A2G communication channel

support the implementation of MIMO technology in DA2GC system. For more

details and discussion about the use of MIMO technology in A2G communica-

tion system, the reader may consult to [29, 39, 40] and the references therein.

In [14, 21, 24, 25, 27, 31–34, 37, 38], measurement-based studies have been pre-

sented to analyze the performance-limiting characteristics of A2G channel; how-

ever, these studies are only limited to low-altitude airborne communication and

are also site-specific. For more measurement-based studies of A2G wireless link

in different propagation scenarios using high-altitude platforms (e.g. Air balloon,

Quad-copter, or Aircraft), one may consult to [14, 21, 29, 41, 44–61]. A large num-

ber of works characterizing multipath environment over land, forest, mountains

and oceans are presented in [19, 22, 28, 32–36, 42, 43], where the impact of earth’s

topography in generating multipath environment is also observed. The initial work

of characterizing temporal and spatial characteristics of A2G communication envi-

ronment through geometric-based channel modeling was presented in [13], where,

the authors assumed a three-dimensional ellipsoid covering all possible scatters

around the ground station while keeping communication units at its focal points.

This work was later continued in [2, 20, 70], where the authors characterized the

Doppler spectrum, level crossing rate, spatial spread and second order statistics

of the A2G multipath communication channel. In these articles, the vicinity of

ground station is assumed to be surrounded with effective scatterers; whereas, the
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vicinity of AS is considered as a scatterers-free region which is an unrealistic as-

sumption. Nevertheless, no concrete channel characterization was done so far for

G2A communication link.

2.2 Gap Analysis

Since, G2A communication systems are solemnly designed for dedicated coverage

to flying aircrafts; therefore, such systems are generally equipped with directional

antennas for directional signal transmission or reception. Directive antenna pat-

terns benefit in increasing range and signal strength while limiting interfering

signals coming from the scatterers or the sources not of interest (SNOI). Thus, in

such scenarios the scatterers around the GS may not act as scatterer because the

directive patterns may provide nulls towards SNOI, when equipped with smart

antenna systems. In the literature as discussed earlier, various articles have been

published covering A2G/G2A collectively; however, with the best of our knowl-

edge, G2A propagation channel modeling with directive beam patterns is yet to be

investigated. Therefore, it is pertinent to examine signal propagation of upward

directed G2A communication links in wide-beam and narrow-beam scenarios and

to characterize these links in multipath environments.

2.3 Problem Formulation

As discussed above, most of the research literature supposedly model G2A chan-

nels interchangeably in the same way as that of land mobile communication links.

G2A communication systems are specifically designed for dedicated coverage to

flying aircrafts utilizing upward directed radio beams. In such scenario, the infras-

tructure around GS may not act as scatterers because the directive radio pattern

may not incorporate the signals coming through those scattering objects. Hence, it

is necessary to examine conscientiously the distinctive characteristics of G2A com-

munication environments with directive radio beam patterns. Moreover, the G2A
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communication links are usually thought to be a line of sight (LoS) communica-

tion; however, in reality apart from direct waves, the intended aircraft may receive

a number of multipaths as a result of reflections from proximate aircrafts. Such

phenomenon may induce a multipath fading environment between ground station

and the intended aircraft that may decrease communication performance due to

constructive or destructive addition of signals. To the best of our knowledge, G2A

channel model with directive radio beams has not been introduced yet incorpo-

rating the multipath phenomenon of the transmitted signal. Hence, it is essential

to develop a G2A channel model that provides a clear insight of the propagation

mechanism for the complete performance analysis of the G2A communication link

in wide-beam and narrow-beam scenarios.

2.4 Research Methodology

In order to develop G2A multipath channel model for performance analysis, our

line of action is three fold. In the first stage, we intend to focus on estimating the

aircraft reflecting properties. To achieve this purpose, we introduce a new term

named as Spatial Reflection Coefficient (SRC) and establish a concrete relationship

of the interdependence between RCS and SRC. The proposed relationship is then

used to extract the reflective information of the body of an aircraft on the basis of

the observed RCS. A facet-based model of the aircraft A380r and a simulation

tool POFACETr is used to obtain bistatic RCS results. At the second stage, we

explore the existence of multipaths in G2A communication environment due to the

presence of proximate scattering aircrafts around the intended aircraft and develop

a multipath channel model for G2A communication links. Utilizing the proposed

G2A multipath channel model and the observed reflective properties of the air-

craft, the intended research objectives i.e. channel characterization, interference

modeling and performance analysis of G2A communication link are achieved at

the third stage. Organizing the research presented in the above-mentioned three

stages accomplishes the primary concept of this dissertation, i.e., Modeling and

Characterization of Ground-to-Air Communication Channel.
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2.5 Thesis Contributions

The main contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows.

1. A concrete relationship is established between Radar Cross-Section (RCS)

and spatial reflection coefficient (SRC) for the two proposed scenarios, i.e.,

Satellite-to-Aircraft and Ground-to-Aircraft. Geometrical models of these

two scenarios are presented for the evaluation of correct incident angles of

impinging waves on the surface of aircraft and their RCS observations.

2. Existing work on A2G/G2A channel is critically reviewed and properly com-

mented wherever needed.

3. G2A propagation channel is analyzed by differentiating its attributes from

those of A2G communication link and the existence of a multipath environ-

ment around the intended aircraft is explored.

4. A geometrically-based G2A multipath channel model is proposed by intro-

ducing a three dimensional prolate spheroid assuming single-bounce multi-

path geometry. This model can be modified for any G2A multipath prop-

agation scenario with an appropriate choice of semi major and semi minor

axis in accordance with the population of proximate aircrafts around the

intended aircraft.

5. Analytical expressions of the signal received at the intended aircraft are for-

mulated for two scenarios; wide-beam communication link and narrow-beam

communication link. The model suitably justifies its existence and provides

an insight to analyze multipath multiuser G2A communication link scenar-

ios. The model is also equally applicable to analyze the performance of high

data-rate communication link to the network of passenger aircrafts, flocks

of jet fighters and mesh of UAV drones. Moreover, it can be viewed as an

alternative simulations for generating tapped-delays of several propagation

scenarios for G2A communication systems.
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6. A performance analysis of G2A channel model established in chapter 4 of

this thesis is presented. Power delay profiles (PDPs) of G2A communication

channel are generated to observe its time-dispersive nature.

7. A closed-form utilizing G2A channel model proposed in chapter 4, and the

theory of BRCS, expression for the total power received at the intended

aircraft is developed. For numerical computations of BRCS, physical op-

tics (PO) based simulation software POFACETr and a facet-based aircraft

A380r model are used.

8. A quasi-realistic G2A propagation environment is formulated in Matlabr

for time-dispersive analysis of G2A communication system.

9. Statistics of the developed power delay profiles (PDPs) are evaluated and

the expected data rates of the designed scenario are predicted.

10. A visual demonstration of the interference in wide-beam and narrow-beam

communication scenarios is presented.



Chapter 3

Reflection Phenomenon in G2A

Communication Link

In this chapter, reflection phenomenon of Ground-to-Air (G2A) communication

link is analyzed. Section 3.2 presents methodology to develop a relationship be-

tween the RADAR Cross Section (RCS) and Spatial Reflection Coefficient (SRC).

To evaluate correct incident angles of impinging Electromagnetic (EM) waves on

the aircraft’s body, the proposed geometry is implemented in Section 3.3 for two

scenarios, satellite-to-aircraft and ground-to-aircraft. Section 3.4 gives the details

of simulation tool and the description of aircraft’s facet-based model. In Section

3.5, simulation results of each incident angle evaluated in Section 3.3 are presented

and analyzed in detail. Moreover, the behavior of the relationship between the

RCS and SRC is also discussed and analyzed in the Section 3.5.

3.1 Introduction

RADAR (RAdio Detecting And Ranging) is a device that reveals the presence of

a target within its range of coverage. The post-processing capability of a RADAR

on the received reflected Electromagnetic (EM) waves (echos or radar returns)

extracts the information of the target’s direction, range, velocity, orientation and

30
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other classifying characteristics. When the radar’s transmitted EM waves im-

pinge on target’s surface, the reflecting surface of the object radiates energy in

all directions. The radiated energy depends upon the target size, physical shape,

orientation and reflecting properties of the surface. These all can be put together

to specify target’s identification parameter known as Radar Cross Section (RCS).

Quantitatively, it can be termed as a fictitious surface area which explains the

intensity of EM wave reflected back to the radar’s receiver antenna. The RCS is a

measure of an object’s reflecting ability which exploits the visibility of the intended

target towards the RADAR. Due to high sensitivity and long range capability in

modern RADARs, RCS is considered as one of the most important factors in

the performance evaluation of stealth technology and for airborne weapon sys-

tems [135, 136]. In the designing of modern fighter aircraft, the performance of

stealth technology and the visibility of an aircraft highly depend on the results

and measurements of RCS. In order to accurately predict the RCS of a target, it is

necessary to analyze the factors that affect its behavior, such as material, incident

angle, radar signals wavelength, size of the target, radar operating frequency and

target’s orientation.

3.2 Relationship of Spatial Reflection Coefficient

and RCS

3.2.1 Radar Cross Section

In radar systems, RCS is a measure which defines amount of scattered or reflected

energy from the surface of a target towards the receiver antenna. If the locations

of both the transmitter and receiver are identical then it is referred as monostatic

RCS; however, in the cases when the locations are non-identical it is interpreted

as Bistatic RCS (BRCS). Both the terms are identical in scattering methodology

except the inclusion of bistatic angle in BRCS which makes it more complex than
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monostatic RCS. In terms of complex electric field amplitudes, the RCS (σB) is

defined as follows [137, 138].

σB(θi, φi, θ, φ, ) = lim
R→∞

4πR2 |Es(θ, φ)|2

|Ei(θi, φi)|2
(3.1)

where, R is the distance between the target and the receiver antenna, and Es and

Ei are the complex amplitudes of the incident and the scattered electric fields

respectively. Spherical angle coordinates (θi, φi) and (θ, φ) represents incident

angles of incoming wave and reflected wave respectively.

3.2.2 Spatial Reflection Coefficient

In electromagnetic wave theory, reflection of a signal is one important phenomenon

which occurs when the wave impinges on a reflective surface having a large di-

mension compared to its wavelength. When a signal reaches the receiver through

different propagation paths, such environment is known as multipath environment.

The relation between reflected and incident field is usually described by Fresnel

equations, which depends upon the permittivity, conductivity of the surface and

frequency, incident angle, polarization of the incident wave. Reflection of a radio

wave possesses directional property which can be further categorized into two types

of reflections, specular reflection and diffuse reflection. In specular reflections, the

angle of the reflected path is relatively constant to the angle of the incident wave;

however, the diffuse reflections have random phase relative to the angle of the

incident wave due to irregularities of the surface. In both the cases, the induced

path loss varies on the basis of reflection coefficients which depends upon the di-

electric characteristics of the reflective surface. For specular reflections, the path

loss is obtained by using Fresnel equations while for diffused/scattered reflections

a diffused scattering coefficient is multiplied with specular reflection coefficient [5–

7], as explained in chapter 1. The scattered reflections possess a unique spatial

properties based upon reflecting angles of the wave from the scattering surface.

Based upon the spatial characteristics of the scattered waves, we introduce a new
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parameter SRC as an addition to earlier terms elaborating reflection phenomenon

of radio waves. SRC is defined as the ratio of the complex electric field intensity of

the incident wave to that of the reflected wave electric field intensity in a specific

direction [139].

Γ =
Es
Ei

(3.2)

This can also be represented as

Γ = ρ0e
−jθ (3.3)

where ρ0 = |Γ| represents magnitude of the spatial reflection coefficient and varies

between 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, θ is the phase angle of the reflection which presents phase

change of the reflection and varies between −π ≤ θ ≤ π. The amplitude value of

the reflection coefficient is considered as a composite representation of three in-

dependent factors i.e reflection coefficient of smooth surface, roughness coefficient

and diffusion factor. These three terms highly influence the scattering properties

of a surface and compositely defines the nature of a reflection coefficient [140].

3.2.3 Relationship of Spatial Reflection Coefficient and

RCS

Since Radar Cross Section and the spatial reflection coefficient are inter-dependent

on each other; therefore, a relationship can be easily made between these two

terms. Both RCS and SRC depend on the incidence angle, material properties,

signaling frequency, polarization and observation angle. In order to develop a

relation between RCS and SRC, we have assumed a typical bistatic geometry of

signal reflection from the surface of an aircraft towards another aircraft present

in the surroundings. As illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the aircraft (A1) located at radial

distance d1 from radar transmitting antenna reflects the intercepted signal towards

an aircraft (A2) present at distance d2. Referring Fig. 3.1 the received power
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Figure 3.1: An illustrative geometry of bistatic signal reflection from the
surface of aircraft A1 on to aircraft A2.

density at distance d1 is calculated as

Pd =
PtGt

4πd21
(3.4)

where Pt denotes peak transmitted power and Gt is the gain of the radar trans-

mitting antenna. Considering the methodology of bistatic radar cross section, the

total reflected/scattered power received at aircraft (A2) can be calculated as [4]

(Pr)ref =
PtGtAeσB(φi, θi, φ, θ)

(4π)2d21d
2
2

(3.5)

where Ae is the effective aperture of the receiver antenna, σB is the bistatic RCS

of the aircraft A1 and d2 is the distance/range of aircraft A2 from A1. In terms

of spatial reflection coefficient denoted by Γ, the total reflected/scattered power

received at aircraft A2 can be written as [5, 6].

(Pr)ref =
PtGtAeΓ

2(φi, θi, φ, θ)

4π(d1 + d2)2
(3.6)
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Both the expressions presented in Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.6) are equivalent in nature

and thus can be compared to formulate a relation between the RCS and SRC. Solv-

ing both expressions yields a final look of the relationship between the magnitude

of spatial reflection coefficient (SRC) and RCS.

|Γ(φi, θi, φ, θ)| =
(d1 + d2)

d1d2

√
σB(φi, θi, φ, θ)

4π
(3.7)

From the expression, it is notable that SRC is directly proportional to the square

root of the RCS multiplied by a constant multiple based upon the path lengths of

incident and reflected path.

3.3 System Model

3.3.1 Satellite-to-Aircraft Scenario

Communication through satellites is a one effective resource of relaying radio sig-

nals between two different points on the earth, whether on the ground, at oceans

or in the air. In recent years, satellites have become a vital part in many fields with

a variety of applications like navigation, communication, weather and earth ob-

servation etc. Moreover, satellite communication plays an important role to fulfill

human needs of requiring in-flight TV and internet access during their on-the-air

spare time. A signal transmitted through satellite to an aircraft may get reflect-

ed/scattered from aircraft’s surface with a fractional decrease in incident signal’s

power depending upon the properties of aircrafts surface. The reflected signal may

reach to aircraft’s neighboring signal receivers (i.e. satellites, radars or aircrafts),

which may degrade their communication performance due to interfering reflected

signals. In order to evaluate RCS/SRC of EM signals, a satellite-to-aircraft sce-

nario is assumed. Due to high bandwidth and coverage over a large geographical

area, geostationary satellites are considered which usually travel at an altitude of

approximately 35800 Km.

In order to obtain incident angle of the striking wave on the aircraft, a geometrical
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Figure 3.2: An illustrative geometry of signal incidence on aircraft through
satellite.

model of Satellite-to-aircraft scenario is presented in the Fig. 3.2. Depending upon

application’s requirement, the number of satellites may vary; however, for simplic-

ity, three satellites are assumed at latitudes separated with 120 degree of central

angle to cover the whole geographical region of the earth. Consider a satellite S

at the equator with an altitude hS from the surface of the earth making angle

γA and γB with aircrafts at position A and B respectively. Let hA, rE, dSA, dSB

denotes the altitude of the flying aircrafts, the radius of the earth, propagation

distance from satellite to aircraft at position A and B respectively. The incident

waves make angles βA and βB with the axis of aircrafts A and B respectively. By

using cosine rule, the lengths of propagation paths dSA and dSB can be calculated

as follows.

dSA =
√

(hS + rE)2 + (hA + rE)2 − 2(hS + rE)(hA + rE) cos ηA (3.8)

dSB =
√

(hS + rE)2 + (hA + rE)2 − 2(hS + rE)(hA + rE) cos ηB (3.9)
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by using sine rule, the angles γA and γB in reference to the equator can be obtained

as

γA = sin−1
(

(rE + hA) sin ηA
dSA

)
(3.10)

γB = sin−1
(

(rE + hA) sin ηB
dSB

)
(3.11)

by utilizing the geometry of the triangle SOA and SOB, the incident angles are

obtained as follows

βA =
π

2
− ηA − γA (3.12)

βB =
π

2
− ηB − γB (3.13)

Hence, by setting hA = 10km, hS = 35796km, rE = 6378.137km, ηA = 60◦,

ηB = −60◦, the incident angles of striking waves on aircrafts at position A and

B are obtained as 21.921◦ and 158.079◦ respectively. It is worth noting that the

incident angle of incoming waves will experience variable angle depending upon the

location of the aircraft. The EM waves will strike perpendicularly to the surface

of aircraft located on the equator and will form an incident angle βC = 90◦ with

aircraft’s horizontal axis.

3.3.2 Ground-to-Aircraft Scenario

In order to observe scattering properties of a signal transmitted towards aircraft

through ground wireless terminal/radar, a ground-to-aircraft scenario is assumed

and presented in the Fig. 3.3. The Fig. 3.3(a) explains the limitation of LoS

communication link due to spherical geometry of the Earth’s surface. For clarity,

a zoomed-in look of signal incidence and their corresponding angles with aircraft

surface is illustrated in Fig. 3.3(b). In this scenario, a wireless transmitter with

three aircrafts having the same altitude (hA) present at three different positions are

considered. The coverage range of a transmitter is denoted by a dotted circular ring

in which an aircraft is considered to be detectable or could receive communication
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(b) A zoomed-in look of signal incidence on aircrafts.

Figure 3.3: A ground-to-aircraft geometry of signal incidence on aircraft.

signals from ground transmitter. The aircrafts at position A and B are located at

extreme/edge of the coverage range of the radar or ground transmitter while the

aircraft at position C is assumed to be located at the middle of the coverage range

which is exactly above the transmitter. Maximum spread of the beamwidth can be

obtained by knowing the altitude of the aircraft and the maximum radius rC,max

of the coverage region. The angular spread of the beamwidth can be evaluated as

follows [141].

ΨB = 2 tan−1
(
rC,max

hA

)
(3.14)
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where

rC,max = cos−1
(

rE
rE + hA

)
(3.15)

The maximum angular span ΨB of beamwidth can then be evaluated as 176.8951◦,

by substituting rE = 6378.137 km and hA = 10 km in Eq. (3.15) and (3.14). By

utilizing the geometry presented in Fig. 3.3(a), the incident angles αA and αB of

EM waves impinging on aircraft A and B respectively are obtained as 1.5525◦ and

178.45◦. Since, the aircraft A is located on the edge of the maximum coverage

region; therefore, the angle αA formed with the aircraft’s surface is the minimum

threshold angle below which the ground transmitter could not maintain a line of

sight with the aircraft.

3.4 Description of Simulation Tool and Aircraft

A380 Facet-based Model

In order to estimate RCS of aircraft, the simulation tool POFACETr is chosen due

to its open source availability and verified authenticity with the measurement re-

sults [90]. Physical Optics (PO) is a one commonly used RCS prediction approach

which provides best possible RCS results in specular direction for electrically large

complex bodies. It is a high-frequency simulation approach which is applicable in

the situations when the wavelength of the incident wave is much smaller than the

dimension of targeted body. In order to analyze scattering properties of incident

EM waves on the surface of aircrafts, MATLAB-based Physical optics simulation

tool POFACETr 4.2 is used. In this tool, the RCS of a complex object is usu-

ally approximated by utilizing a large number of triangular meshes (facets) that

collectively represents the continuous surface of the complex object. The total

RCS of the object is then evaluated by the superposition of the square root of the

magnitude of each individual facet’s RCS. For our modeling, we choose A380r

the world’s largest commercial aircraft as an example. For the designing of air-

craft A380r, AutoCADr model (.dwg file) of aircraft A380r is obtained [142, 143]

within accuracy of 10cm. The AutoCADr software provides an opportunity to
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Figure 3.4: Aircraft A380 detailed dimensions [142].

create a blueprint of any design to view it realistically before the continuation of

design process. A detailed description of aircraft A380r dimensions are shown

in Fig. 3.4. Since, the POFACETr [144] simulation tool requires a facet-based

model to predict RCS, therefore, AnyCADr software is used to generate facet-

based model of aircraft A380r. The facet-based representations of aircraft A380r
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are demonstrated in Fig. 3.5. Fig. 3.5(a) and Fig. 3.5(b) show top and bottom look

of facet-based aircraft A380r which is the main requirement our proposed model,

while Fig. 3.5(c) presents a side view of the aircraft. The steps of the gradational

procedure involved in the calculation of the scattering properties of the aircraft

are listed in Table 3.1. In case when RCS profiles of UAVs are required, the same

procedure will be followed as listed in Table 3.1. The RCS measurements of UAVs

and aircrafts would be significantly different from each other due to their size and

geometry specification. In POFACETr, the simulation procedure will only differ

in designing of facet-based model of air vehicles.
Table 3.1: Gradational procedure for the calculation of bistatic RCS

Gradational Algorithm Procedure:

1.Create an arbitrary aircraft model (aircraft.stl file format)
2. Run pofacet.m // GUI of POFACETr will be shown
3. Select Calculate Bistatic RCS // Options: Design Model Manually,

// Design Model Graphically,
// Calculate Monostatic RCS,
// Calculate Bistatic RCS, Utilities

4. Select Angle for the calculation of bistatic RCS // Options: Angle & Frequency
5. Load file (airplane.stl) // Set view point if needed
6. Adjust incident angles range // (θi, φi)
7. Set observation angles range // 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 360◦ and 0◦ ≤ φ ≤ 360◦

8. Adjust computational parameters // Taylor series parameters, incident polarization
// and frequency

9. Adjust surface roughness // If required
10. Press the button Calculate RCS
11. Select material type ”Rs” // Options: Surface resistivity values (Rs) or Material data
12. Get the output

3.5 Simulation Results and Discussion

In this section, the RCS of aircraft A380r facet-based model is evaluated and

analyzed for two scenarios: Satellite-to-aircraft and Ground-to-aircraft. For sim-

ulation process, three positions of aircrafts in both scenarios are considered to

compute bistatic RCS for specific incident angles as explained in Fig. 3.2 and

Fig. 3.3 of Sec. 3.3. The simulations of bistatic RCS are performed in spherical

coordinates systems with incident angles (θi, φi) and observation angles (θ, φ).

The incident angle is considered to be fixed because in bistatic RCS cases the
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(a) Top view.

(b) Bottom view.

(c) Side view.

Figure 3.5: Facet-based representation of aircraft A380.
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radar/transmitter is located at a fixed angle to the targeting aircraft while the

observation angle may vary. Therefore, it is not necessary to calculate bistatic

RCS for each incident angle. Although, the bistatic RCS can be observed for a

wide range of observation angles equivalent to spherical geometry in the range

0 ≤ θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π; however, for simplicity only zero-azimuth plane (i.e

φi = 0, φ = 0) is considered to approximate bistatic RCS for the range of observa-

tion angle 0 ≤ θ ≤ π. The measured values can be represented easily in terms of

bistatic angles by keeping the incident angles as the reference instead of aircraft

horizontal axis. In the scenario of Satellite-to-aircraft, only upper surface of the

aircraft is considered for the evaluation of bistatic RCS, because a signal transmit-

ted through satellite will encounter with only upper surface of the aircraft. The

upper surface of the aircraft would be the main source of reflection and scattering

of the signal towards the satellite or any other signal receiving entity. Similarly, in

the scenario of ground-to-aircraft communication, the bottom surface of aircraft

would be the main source of signal reflection/scattering at different observation

angles towards the signal receiving units on the earth. In both the scenarios, the

aircraft axis of motion (reflection plane) is considered as a reference for observation

angles of bistatic RCS. The observation angles are measured in counter-clock wise

rotation with reference to reflection plane on signal arrival side. For simulation,

the number of Taylor series based polynomial is taken as 3, incident wave polariza-

tion mode is set at linear-vertical polarization, and the aircraft surface roughness

is assumed as a smooth surface.

In satellite-to-aircraft communication link scenario, when both satellite and air-

craft are present on the equator the signal transmitted through satellite will make

a 90 degrees angle with aircraft upper body. In this case, the bistatic RCS fluctu-

ations are obtained and plotted in Fig. 3.6 with respect to observation angle (θ).

The results are measured in counter-clock direction by keeping the horizontal axis

of aircraft motion as a reference axis. The RCS values are observed only at upper

half region (0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 180◦) of the observation angels because in this region the

reflections would be prominent with high power gain. In the figure, a high peak is

envisioned at angle 92.5◦ which is basically a specular reflection from the aircraft
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Figure 3.6: RCS observation of signal incidence at βC = 90◦ in Satellite-to-
aircraft communication scenario.

surface. Hence, at observation angles on which the BRCS is high, the reflecting

surface of aircraft will possibly provide strong interference to satellites or aircrafts

located at these observation angles.

In Fig. 3.7, the angular bistatic scattering response of aircraft at incident angle

βA = 21.921◦ is shown with both linear and normalized poler plots in Fig. 3.7(a)

and Fig. 3.7(b) respectively. The impact of signal incidence at angle βA shows
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Figure 3.7: RCS observation of signal incidence at βA = 21.921◦ in satellite-
to-aircraft communication scenario.

that the aircraft upper body scatters signal power in all direction with different

power amplitudes. The specular reflection of aircraft is obtained at angle 158.079◦

with a power gain of 104.7 (dBsm). Fig. 3.8 presents scattering behavior of air-

craft surface for an incident angle of 158.079◦ with both linear and normalized

polar graphs in Fig. 3.8(a) and Fig. 3.8(b) respectively. The results shows that at

this particular incident angle the aircraft metallic surface and its curved structure
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scatters signal power in all directions with different amplitude levels according to

the observation angles θ. Specular reflection of the signal is observed at an angle

of 22◦ with a power gain of 98.29 (dBsm). From the simulation results, it can be

concluded that in Satellite-to-aircraft communication links the aircraft metallic

surface and its curved shape may provide interference to its surrounding receivers

(satellite/aircrafts) due to signal reflections from its surface. In this situation,

the performance of the surrounding receivers may get degraded based upon the

interfering signal power level received at the receiver end. Hence, these simulation

results provides a way to observe interfering signal reflections from flying aircrafts

during the communication between satellites and aircrafts. In Fig. 3.9, bistatic

RCS of an aircraft by impinging a signal at incident angle αC = 90◦ to its lower

body is evaluated and shown in both linear and polar plots. In the scenario of

ground-to-aircraft, angular bistatic RCS observation are calculated by considering

only the lower surface of aircraft. This is due to the fact that in this case the

lower body of the aircraft would be the main source of signal reflection with high

amplitude of scattering power as compared to aircraft’s upper surface. Moreover,

it is quite realistic to assume that in this scenario, the transmitted signals will not

strike on the upper surface of the aircraft. By keeping aircraft’s axis of motion

as a reference, angular bistatic RCS values are evaluated with respect to observa-

tion angles of range 0◦ to 180◦ in φ = 0 plane, which is the lower half region of

the aircraft in which the signal will scatter and carry the high scattering power.

The observation angles are measured in counter clock direction by keeping the

aircraft’s axis of motion as a reference axis, as shown in Fig. 3.9(b). From the

figure, it is worth notable that the lower part of the complex structure of aircraft

constitutes good reflecting properties and generates signal reflection at every ob-

servation angle which are considered in this simulation. In the figure, the highest

peak of bistatic RCS is observed at 131.5◦ with 90.29 dBsm amplitude, however,

the specularly reflected RCS amplitude value is obtained as 87.72 dBsm at angle

87.5◦. The high peaks other than the specularly reflected power occur due to the

complex curved structure of the aircraft’s metallic body which reflects/scatters

incident wave towards these particular observation angles and as a result gives
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Figure 3.8: RCS observation of signal incidence at βB = 158.079◦ in satellite-
to-aircraft communication scenario.

rise to bistatic RCS.

In Fig. 3.10, bistatic RCS of aircraft at incident angle αA = 1.5525◦ is presented

with both linear and polar graphs in Fig. 3.10(a) and Fig. 3.10(b) respectively.

The bistatic RCS shows specularly reflected behavior at an angle 179.5◦ with am-

plitude 87.21 dBsm. In Fig. 3.11, bistatic RCS of impinging wave having incident
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Figure 3.9: RCS observation of signal incidence at αC = 90◦ in ground-to-
aircraft communication scenario.

angle αB = 178.55◦ with respect to observation angles θ is presented. The max-

imum value of bistatic RCS is observed at angle 2◦ with amplitude 81.59 dBsm.

Bistatic RCS observations at these incident angles give a way to envision the in-

terfering reflected power from aircraft’s surface which degrades the performance

of neighboring receivers whether aircrafts or ground terminals. By keeping the

knowledge of interfering signal power, counter-measures can be made for better

performance and error avoidance.

Fig. 3.12 presents the behavior of spatial reflection coefficient as a function of
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Figure 3.10: RCS observation of signal incidence at αA = 1.5525◦ in ground-
to-aircraft communication scenario.

RCS, line-of-sight (LOS) distance d1 and reflected signal distance (d2). For simu-

lation, bistatic RCS results obtained in satellite-to-aircraft scenario with 90◦ signal

incidence are only used. Whereas, the LoS distance (d1) and reflected signal dis-

tance (d2) are taken as 35786 Km and 10 Km respectively. The result explains

that how much power is reflected from the surface of the aircraft and as a result

providing interfering signal reflection to its neighboring receivers. At 90◦ signal

incidence from the satellite, the aircraft surface will provide a strong reflection

to aircrafts/satellites which are present at 90◦ observation angle, however, it will
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Figure 3.11: RCS observation of signal incidence at αB = 178.45◦ in ground-
to-aircraft communication scenario.

provide quite ignorable interference at rest of the observation angles. Varying the

distances of LoS (d1) and reflected signal paths (d2), the behavior of spatial re-

flection coefficient can be envisioned in Fig. 3.13. From the figure, it is observable

that the amplitude of SRC decreases as the distance increases and increases when

the distances decrease. The results shows a way to observe the scattering mech-

anism of a signal from flying aircrafts and strength of reflected interfering signal.

A comparison between SRC and RCS is shown in the Fig. 3.14. Comparison be-

tween SRC and RCS shows that both the terms follows the same trend with a

constant scaling factor based upon the propagation distances. From the analysis,
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Figure 3.12: Plot of spatial reflection coefficient as a function of bistatic RCS
formulated with 90◦ signal incidence in satellite-to-aircraft scenario.

it is observed that SRC and RCS follows the same scattering behavior and can be

used interchangeably to analyze a communication system model. In wireless com-

munication systems, multipath environment is a propagation phenomenon which

occurs due to reflection, diffraction, refraction or scattering of a signal through

objects (scatterers) present between the transmitter and receiver. In such envi-

ronments, the receiver receives multiple versions of phase shifted and attenuated

signals which when combined results a faded signal of much less power. Thus, the

RCS can be used interchangeably instead of reflection coefficient to validate and

analyze any communication system model. From the design and simulation point

of view, as POFACET [144] simulation tool works by utilizing a facet-based rep-

resentation of a model; therefore, inaccurate facet-based modeling of a model may

induce facetization error which may lead to inaccurate observation of the RCS.

The facetization error usually occurs when a smooth continuous surface is repre-

sented by discrete facets having inappropriate size (i.e. large facets) as compared

to the smoothness of the surface. Hence, to decrease the facetization error, an ap-

propriate mesh size must be used to generate a tight fitting mesh representation of

the model. On one hand, accurate calculations of bistatic RCS require a smooth

facet-based model with small facet size, while on the other hand, this leads to
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Figure 3.13: Reflection coefficient as a function of RCS, d1 and d2.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between SRC and BRCS.

high computations which is not always possible to perform on normal computers.

Therefore, a machine having a high-processing capability may get more accurate

RCS results with less facetization error.



Chapter 4

G2A Communication Channel

Modeling

In this chapter, Ground-to-Aircraft (G2A) communication channel model is de-

veloped. In Section 4.2 geometrically-based physical G2A propagation model is

explored with essential details regarding establishment of G2A propagation en-

vironment in its succeeding subsections. In Section 4.3, G2A multipath channel

is modeled for two propagation scenarios: wide-beam communication link and

narrow-beam communication link.

4.1 Introduction

The advancements in wireless mobile technology have significantly influenced the

daily life of every human being through innovative ways of communication, de-

spite one’s physical location around the globe. The availability of data services on

mobile devices has further enhanced the communication activity in a more suit-

able and inexpensive way by their integration with real-time applications. These

applications facilitated people to stay connected to the world every where and at

any time. Due to the growing potential of data-hungry real-time applications, the

demand of high data-rate internet access is expected to grow more dynamically in

53
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coming decades. This increase in demand is basically for the availability of uninter-

rupted wireless connectivity with high mobility and guaranteed performance. Rise

in demand in recent years was not only seen from the mobile users on the ground

but was also observed in the case of the passengers traveling in aircrafts around

the globe. To address the demand of in-flight internet, satellite communication

system is still one of the major global solutions for the provision of data services

to flying aircrafts; however, it is not the best solution for real-time communication

services due to its longer end-to-end delays. Therefore, in recent years, the explo-

ration of new ways to provide high-speed seamless internet connectivity to aircraft

passengers has gained the attention of the researchers and development organi-

zations. Air-to-Ground (A2G) and Ground-to-Air (G2A) communication systems

are the alternate feasible ways other than the satellite communication systems

that can provide high-speed data services with less route delays for data-hungry

real-time applications [1]. These links are also a prime requirement of Unmanned

Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to control their operations through ground terminals. The

demand of UAV is anticipated to grow exponentially in future due to its immense

use in various applications like internet provision, military operations, cargo deliv-

ery, weather monitoring, precision farming, firefighting, law enforcement, customs

and border patrolling [1–3]. To achieve the progressive demands of A2G/G2A

communication links, reliable understanding of the propagation environment in

A2G/G2A is needed. Though, the researchers supposedly model A2G and G2A

channels interchangeably in the same way [1, 2] as that of A2G links; however, the

propagation environments in both links affects the link performance differently. In

A2G channel environment, scattering objects are usually assumed to reside only

around Ground Station (GS) which cannot be supposed conversely in G2A link.

Due to distinct signal propagation geometry of A2G and G2A communication en-

vironments, the characteristics of A2G and G2A radio communication links would

also be distinctive. Therefore, it is pertinent to examine conscientiously the dis-

tinctness of G2A and A2G communication environments. The objective of this

study is to characterize G2A communication link in multipath environments.
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4.2 Ground-to-Aircraft Multiuser

Communication System Model

4.2.1 System Model

In order to design a spectrally-efficient communication system for ground-to-

aircraft communication, a complete understanding of the radio signal propaga-

tion is required. In the literature, the Ground-to-Aircraft (G2A) link is usually

perceived as a LoS communication link; however, in reality apart from the di-

rect waves, the aircraft receiver may receive a number of reflected, diffracted and

scattered waves from the proximate aircrafts via different propagation paths. In

some cases, only a LoS condition may exist when there is no aircraft present in the

proximity of the intended aircraft; however, surmising only LoS communication for

G2A is not always a realistic assumption. Hence, reflections from the proximate

aircrafts will construct a multipath fading environment between the ground sta-

tion and the intended aircraft which may degrade communication performance due

to constructive or destructive addition of signals. Consider a ground-to-aircraft

communication scenario as depicted in the Fig. 4.1. Assume there are K num-

ber of aircrafts (including the aircraft of interest) flying in the coverage region

of G2A communication link. The notation Ak represents the kth aircraft, where

k = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · ·, K. In order to avoid collision among them, flying aircrafts

maintain a safe separation distance among them which leads to the uniqueness

of the signal propagation paths. There could be some cases in which the lengths

of propagation paths may get equal due to the orientation of aircrafts in space.

For instance, if the aircraft is above the communication link then aircrafts lying

in the tier of the same separation distance may provide multipath signals with

the same propagation delay. An intended aircraft (say A0) may observe K − 1

multipath signals from flying aircrafts with delay τk = dk
c

, where dk be the length

of the signal propagation path via aircraft Ak and c is the speed of light. Signals

having shorter propagation path will arrive quite earlier, while the signal copies

following longer routes will arrive later with more delays. Since, each multipath
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Figure 4.1: Ground-to-Aircraft wave propagation in a multipath scattering
environment due to the presence of aircraft in the surrounding.

will undergo a specific fading phenomenon, therefore, the attenuation factor of the

path k can be denoted by αk.

4.2.2 Finding Suitable Shape for Physical G2A

Propagation Scenario

In order to find the exact locus of the scattering aircrafts and their corresponding

delays, we need to develop the physical G2A propagation model. Multipath nature

of the radio propagation environment imposes unavoidable constraints on the per-

formance of communication systems. To analyze the communication performance,

it is necessary to quantify the limiting effects of the channel wherefore their proper

counter measures could be established to increase the limiting performance bound.

From signal propagation aspects, it is essential to develop a method of channel

characterization that provides a clear insight of the propagation mechanism for the

complete performance analysis of a communication system. In ground-to-aircraft

(G2A) communication environment, transmitted radio signals undergo reflection,
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Figure 4.2: Geometrical representation of G2A multipath components arriving
at the intended aircraft via proximate aircrafts located on prolate spheroid with

same propagation delay.

diffraction or scattering mechanisms and arrive at the aircraft receiving unit with

random amplitudes and arrival times. In the proximity of the intended aircraft, the

radio waves are likely to be reflected from the surface of the proximate aircrafts.

The time delays, amplitudes and carrier phases of the received signals solemnly

depend upon the spatial location of the scattering aircrafts (Ak) and their orien-

tation in the propagation environment. The resulting multipath environment may

thus generate a frequency-selective fading environment which certainly affect the

communication performance of the G2A link of the intended aircraft.

Consider an aircraft station A0 flying at an altitude ha is communicating with

ground station (GS), as illustrated in the Fig. 4.2. The radial distance from GS

to A0 is denoted by d0 and the horizontal distance between GS and the A0 is

represented by da. It is quite evident from the preceding discussion that in G2A

communication scenario multipath signals may exist due to the presence of prox-

imate aircrafts, acting as scatterers, in the vicinity of the intended aircraft. The

scattering aircrafts that will provide multipath signals with the same propagation

delay can be presumed on the same prolate spheroid, where AS and GS are to
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Figure 4.3: Geometry of confocal prolate spheroids representing series of el-
liptical regions as a result of horizontally plane cross-section.

be located on its focal points. Prolate spheroid is basically a surface of revolu-

tion obtained by rotating an ellipse along its major axis and hence it follows all

the elliptic properties. In geometry, a prolate spheroid is the set of all points in

three-dimensional space, such that the sum of the distances from any point on

the prolate spheroid to the two focal points is a positive constant. Hence, con-

sidering the case of communication link between GS and AS, the signals arriving

through aircrafts lying on the surface of a defined prolate spheroid with GS and

AS as its focal points will reach with the same time delay. It is pertinent to note

that all the scattering aircrafts with the same altitude (ha), causing multipaths of

the same propagation length can be found to be located on the boundary of the

elliptic region developed as a result of cross-section of the prolate spheroid with a

horizontally-parallel plane at its focal point as highlighted in the Fig. 4.2.

4.2.3 Formation of Confocal Prolate Spheroids

The lengths of propagation paths may vary with time according to the motion of

the intended aircraft (A0) and the motion of the proximate aircrafts (Ak). More-

over, the propagation lengths of the arriving signals and their respective times of
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arrival also suggest the intrinsic physical location of the scatters with respect to

the focal points either GS or AS. However, when the times of arrival of two sig-

nals become the same, it becomes impossible to differentiate between their spatial

locations; hence, in such situation the angular direction of arriving signals must

be considered. If we assume single-bounced-scattering-scenario, then all the scat-

tering aircrafts with identical path lengths can be located on a particular prolate

spheroid with a constant delay as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. In the figure, a series of

concentric ellipses can be envisioned which are basically the result of horizontally-

parallel planes cutting confocal prolate spheroids at their common focal point

where AS is located. Thus multiple confocal prolate spheroids can be used to

generate a tap-delay channel model to address the possible channel effects that

degrade communication performance. The multipaths coming through scattering

aircrafts located on a specific prolate spheroid collectively sum up in-phase pro-

viding combined power of the wave at the receiving antenna at a corresponding

propagation delay. The propagation delay of each wave of qth prolate spheroid in

the scattering zone of G2A communication environment can be written in terms

of a differential propagation delay (∆τ) and the LoS propagation delay (τ0).

τq = τ0 + q∆τ, q = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Q (4.1)

The precision of the G2A propagation model using prolate spheroid can be im-

proved if K is increased or ∆τ is made infinitesimally small. Propagation delays

of all the multipaths in the G2A environment are confined to the interval [τ0, τmax],

where, τmax is the maximum propagation delay which is selected in such a way

that energy contribution of the multipath signals with propagation delays greater

than τmax are negligible and can be ignored.
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4.3 Ground-to-Aircraft Channel Model

Development

In this section, we intend to develop an appropriate depiction of radio signal

propagation from GS towards flying aircrafts. In reality, G2A communication

environment is time-dispersive in nature which introduces multipath fading at

the receiver. A repeated pulse-sounding experiment can be used to observe the

amplitudes and relative delays of the dispersive replicas of the transmitted signal.

Since, the states of the time-dispersive channel in G2A communication link are

difficult to be estimated correctly; therefore, it is appropriate to analyze its fading

phenomenon statistically. For this purpose, we concentrate on two major G2A

communication scenarios; i.e. wide-beam communication link and narrow-beam

communication link.

4.3.1 General Modeling Assumptions

Before establishing G2A channel model parameters, we first introduce some preva-

lent modeling assumptions, as follows:

1. For simplicity, all aircrafts in the coverage region of GS are assumed to fly

at the same altitude ha.

2. Scattering aircrafts are positioned on the boundary of the elliptical-shaped

scattering region, which is the result of plane cross-section of prolate spheroid

as discussed in sec. 4.2 in detail. Although, considering countless scattering

regions may refine G2A propagation model; however, it becomes impractical

because multipaths via longer route delays experience greater path loss and

reach at the receiver with negligible power [73].

3. To avoid collision among aircrafts, concentric circular rings ( circular rings

of mandatory minimum separation distances ) around the intended AS are

assumed with multiple of 10 km radii difference. Hence, intersection points
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between circular rings and the plane cross-sectioned ellipses are the conceiv-

able locations of scattering aircrafts at which they are assumed to be located

during their flight while maintaining the minimum safe separation distance.

4. The dimension of each confocal prolate spheroid is obtained by means of

possible delays developed by line-of-sight (LoS) and diffused components.

5. Each scattering aircraft is considered as an omnidirectional reradiating ele-

ment; however, the reradiating scattering properties depend upon the spatial

locations of the aircrafts and their orientations in three dimensional space.

The spatial locations of the aircrafts will define the incidence and reflection

angles of the multipaths towards the intended aircraft station.

6. For simplicity, single-bounced multipath geometry is considered and it is as-

sumed that the received signal at the antenna of the intended aircraft A0

undergoes no more than one reflection by proximate aircrafts when trans-

mitted by GS to the AS.

7. The GS is located at the origin of the three-dimensional space with coor-

dinates (0, 0, 0). Hence, the location of any aircraft Ak can be represented

in the system by Cartesian coordinates (xk, yk, zk) or equivalently in polar

coordinates by (rk, θk, φk).

4.3.2 Plane Cross-Section of Prolate Spheroid

It is well evident from the literature [145, 146] that a plane cross-section of an

arbitrarily-oriented ellipsoid at any specific angle forms an ellipse except when the

plane is perpendicular to its major axis. The ellipse formed by the plane cross-

section of ellipsoid can be introduced as an intersection ellipse. A triaxial ellipsoid

is called a prolate spheroid when its two minor axes are equal in length while the

major axis is greater than its minor axes. The equation of the prolate spheroid

with its minor axis ap = bp and major axis cp > ap can be written as

x2 + y2

a2p
+
z2

c2p
= 1 (4.2)
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where, the eccentricity of prolate spheroid can be defined as

ep =

√
c2p − a2p
c2p

=

√
c2p − a2p
cp

=

√
1−

a2p
c2p

By adjusting dimensions of prolate spheroid and the corresponding cross-section

angle θ of plane, the following expressions yield the length of the semi-major (acs)

and the semi-minor (bcs) axes of the plane cross-sectioned ellipse, respectively.

acs =
cpa

2
p

c2p cos2(θ) + a2p sin2(θ)
(4.3)

and

bcs =
bE0

aE0

√
a2E0
− z′2 (4.4)

where,

aE0 =
cp

2ap

√
4a2p − (r1 − r2)2 cos2(θ)

bE0 =

√
4a2p − (r1 − r2)2 cos2(θ)

2

z′ =
2
√
c2m − a2m + r1 sin(θ)− r2 sin(θ)

2

r1 =
a2p

cp + sin(θ)
√
c2p − a2p

r2 =
a2p

cp + sin(θ + π)
√
c2p − a2p

The coordinates of the center of the cross-sectioned ellipse can be obtained as

follows.

C =

(
r1 cos(θ)− r2 cos(θ)

2
,

2
√
c2m − a2m + r1 sin(θ)− r2 sin(θ)

2

)
(4.5)

For more details about the derivation of the intersection ellipse, the reader can see

Appendix 10.
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4.3.3 Intersection of the Ellipse Formed by Plane

Cross-Sectioned Prolate Spheroid at an Angle θBeam

and a Circle of an Arbitrary Radius r0

The ellipse formed by the plane cross-section of a prolate spheroid and the circle

of separation distance may intersect at either none or two or four points. The

intersecting points may become infinite in a special case when the intersection

ellipse coincides with the circle of separation distance. This case occurs when

the aircraft of interest is rightly above the GS making an angle of 900. Three

different situations are shown in Fig. 4.4 according to their points of intersection

while considering inner and outer cases of the circle of separation distance. It can

be observed that the situations 1 and 2 would rarely occur while the situation 3

occurs quite frequently and becomes the case of our general consideration. Since,

the geometry of the aircraft channel model depends upon multiple intersection

ellipses with different major and minor axes and circles of different radii; there-

fore, the geometrical G2A channel model would thus be a combination of these

scenarios depending upon the radius of circle, and the major and minor axes of

the intersection ellipse.

Considering the situation 3 as a general case, the points of intersection between
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Figure 4.4: Intersection scenarios of ellipse and circle.
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pth circle of an arbitrary separation distance rp and the qth plane cross-sectioned

ellipse while both enjoying a common center (xc, yc), can be calculated as

xpq = xc ± aeq

√
r2p − b2eq
a2eq − b2eq

ypq = yc ± beq

√
b2eq − r2p
a2eq − b2eq

where, rp is the radius of the pth circle of separation distance while aeq and beq are

the lengths of major and minor axes of qth plane cross-section ellipse.

4.3.4 Ground-to-Aircraft Multipath Channel Model

A perspective geometry of the 3D G2A system model is depicted in Fig. 4.5. Being

on the foci of the prolate spheroid, the intended aircraft station (AS) is represented

by A0 while the ground station is mentioned as G. The aircraft A0 flying at an

altitude ha makes an angle θBeam with the GS. The radial distance between A0 and

the G is denoted by d0 while the horizontal distance of A0 from GS is mentioned

with D0. The same parameters A0, d0 and D0 can be modified for their onward use

in the system model to define any scattering aircraft Ak with dk and Dk around A0,

where k = 1, 2, 3, · · · , K−1. Elliptical rings of varying dimensions which surround

a common point A0 are basically the result of horizontal plane cross-section of con-

focal prolate spheroids at an altitude ha, as shown in Fig. 4.5. Concentric circular

rings around A0 are the conceivable boundary/locations of scattering aircrafts over

which they can fly by maintaining the minimum safe separation distances to avoid

collision with other aircrafts. Having the above information in mind, one can visu-

alize the proposed G2A communication system model as a combination of multiple

plane cross-sectioned ellipses and concentric circles with varying radii. Concen-

tric circles cover all the proximate aircrafts around A0 that may induce multipath

scattering; whereas, the confocal prolates and their resulting plan cross-sectioned

ellipses depict the phenomena of arrivals of signals with equal delays from the
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Figure 4.5: System model.

proximate aircrafts and their consequent constructive or destructive fading. Inter-

secting points of intersection among concentric circles and cross-sectioned ellipses

are the only feasible locations at which the proximate aircrafts around A0 can be

assumed to be located, as highlighted in the figure. For clarity, only one scatter-

ing point is mentioned by Sa which is one possible location of scattering aircraft.

Distance from GS to scattering aircraft Sa and from Sa to A0 are denoted by dGS

and dSA respectively, as shown in the Fig. 4.5. Let rp is the radius of the pth

circle while aeq and beq are the major and minor axis of qth plane cross-section

ellipse, where p = 1, 2, · · · , P and q = 1, 2, · · · , Q. The innermost concentric cir-

cle is of radius r1 which is the minimum safe-separation distance bound to fulfill

the requirement of collision avoidance, i.e. r1 = min(r1, r2, · · · , rP ). Due to the

characteristics of any multipath propagation environment, multiple copies of the

same transmitted signal are received at the receiver with different time delays and

path losses. Since, the prolate spheroid follows the properties of the ellipse; there-

fore, the multipath components coming from any proximate scattering aircraft Ak

located on the same elliptic ring (say qth elliptic ring) will arrive at the receiver

antenna of A0 with identical delay τq traversing the same distance dGSqA0 such

that dGSqA0 = dGSq + dSqA0 , as shown in Fig. 4.5. Therefore, these multipaths

will add up in-phase. If a LOS propagation path exists between G and A0, which
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is conceivably a definite case in G2A communication environment, then the first

signal component will arrive at the receiver with delay τ0 = d0/c, where c is the

speed of light and d0 is the LOS distance between A0 and G.

Following the properties of prolate spheroid, the distances dGSq , dSqA and the

length of major axis of qth prolate spheroid 2cpq together satisfy the condition as

dGSq + dSqA0 = 2cpq (4.6)

Since, τq =
dGSqA0

c
, therefore, in terms of delay τq, this can be written as

dGSq + dSqA0 = cτq (4.7)

Combining Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.7) the delay of scattering aircraft Sq lying on qth

elliptic ring can be obtained as

τq =
2cpq
c

(4.8)

Hence, the lengths of semi-major axis cpq and semi-minor axis apq of the qth prolate

spheroid can be written as

cpq =
cτq
2

apq =
1

2

√
4c2pq − d20 (4.9)

Whereas, the eccentricity of the qth prolate spheroid can be defined in terms of

the radial distance d0 and the delay τq of multipath signal via proximate aircraft

located on the qth prolate spheroid.

eq =
d0
cτq

(4.10)

4.3.5 G2A Multipath Channel Model

A reliable performance analysis of G2A communication link needs a realistic G2A

channel modeling, which further necessitates a detailed interpretation of G2A
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physical channel environment. In reality, a radio signal when reflected by a scat-

tering object reaches at the receiver in the form of a cluster of numerous compo-

nents having approximately the same mean power, angle and delay [147]. We term

this cluster as a single multipath of the transmitted signal with a specific delay.

In this channel model, L − 1 number of multipaths are considered to be coming

from K−1 proximate scattering aircrafts located around A0, as shown in Fig. 4.5.

A real-valued passband transmit signal x̃(t) with carrier frequency fc along with

a baseband transmit signal x(t) can be written as

x̃(t) = <
[
x(t)ej2πfc(t)

]
(4.11)

The transmitted signal passes through scattering environment of L − 1 different

propagation paths other than the LOS path. Relative movement of the aircraft in

the environment introduces doppler frequency shifts to the incident waves. The

doppler shifts for lth plane wave arriving at the receiver antenna with angle θl is

denoted as

fdl = fm cos(θl) (4.12)

where, fm = v
λ

is the maximum doppler frequency shift with aircraft speed v

and wavelength λ. Due to the high mobility of aircrafts, the reflected compo-

nents would suffer with doppler effects causing shift in the carrier frequency. The

passband received signal passing through L different propagation paths can be

expressed as

ỹ(t) = <

[
L−1∑
l=0

αl(t)e
j2π(fc+fdl )(t−τl)x(t− τl)

]
(4.13)

where fc is the radio carrier frequency and αl, τl and fdl are the attenuation, delay

and the doppler shift associated with the lth received signal component coming

through lth propagation path. The delay τl = dl
c

is the propagation time required

for the signal coming through the lth propagation path, where dl represents the

length of the lth path and c is the speed of light. The path length dl depends upon

the physical properties of the aircraft scattering geometry, as explained earlier in

the above section.

Similar to Eq. (4.11), the received bandpass signal ỹ(t) can also be expressed in
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combination with baseband signal y(t) as

ỹ(t) = <
[
y(t)ej2πfc(t)

]
(4.14)

where the received complex envelope is given by

y(t) =
L−1∑
l=0

αl(t)e
jφl(t)x(t− τl) (4.15)

where

φl(t) = 2π{fdlt− (fc + fdl)τl}

The corresponding time-variant channel impulse response of G2A multipath prop-

agation environment having L propagation paths can be written as

h(t, τ) =
L−1∑
l=0

αl(t)e
jφl(t)δ(τ − τl(t)) (4.16)

where δ(.) is the dirac delta function. The attenuation factor αl(t), depends on

the path-loss of the propagation path and the cross-sectional area of the reflecting

surface through which the reflected signal is reradiated towards the receiver. By

analyzing the dependency of φl over doppler frequency and the delay, this can

be concluded that it will vary with time as the doppler frequency and the delay

changes. An equivalent representation of channel model in terms of direct LOS

ray and indirect diffused rays from the scattering aircrafts can be expressed as

h(t, τ) = hLOS + hNLOS (4.17)

where,

hLOS = α0(t)e
jφ0(t)δ(τ − τ0)

hNLOS =
L−1∑
l=1

αl(t)e
jφl(t)δ(τ − τl(t))
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4.3.5.1 Wide-Beam Communication Link

In wide-beam communication link scenario, the G2A transmitter radiates EM

waves towards all aircrafts by generating a fixed directed wide-beam towards the

sky that covers a large geographical airspace and provides coverage to K number

of aircrafts (i.e. A0 and K − 1 scattering aircrafts). An illustration of wide-beam

communication link scenario is depicted in Fig. 4.6. The fundamental objective of a

multiuser communication system is to provide the ability of accommodating many

subscribing units over the same channel with minimal mutual interference. Code

Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is one globally-accepted multiplexing technique

that works on the principle of Multi-user Detection (MUD) and multiplexes the

data of various users by their unique signature sequences (distinct PN sequences).

In CDMA-based communication systems, entire bandwidth is assigned to each user

over a common radio frequency. The same working principle can be employed to

design a communication system for G2A communication.

Consider that a CDMA-based G2A base station is communicating with K number

of aircrafts Ak flying in coverage region of GS, where k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , K − 1.
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Figure 4.6: G2A wide-beam based communication link scenario.
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An illustration of wide-beam based communication scenario is shown in Fig. 4.6.

Unique signature sequence of length K and duration Ts is assigned to each aircraft

to extract its information symbols from the composite signal transmitted by GS,

where K is the spreading gain of the PN sequence and Ts is the symbol duration.

The composite baseband CDMA signal vector of all the aircrafts can be written

as

x(t) =
K−1∑
k=0

bkck(t) (4.18)

where, bk is the information symbols transmitted to the kth aircraft and ck is the

spreading code sequence vector of the kth aircraft. The signal received at the

intended aircraft A0 will be a composite signal carrying information of all the air-

crafts Ak connected with the same GS. In order to extract the symbol information

from the composite received signal, the aircraft A0 correlates composite signal with

its own signature sequence c0. Similarly, with the same procedure, each aircraft

Ak in the system can extract its information symbol separately.

As discussed earlier in the above subsections, the proximate scattering aircrafts

around the intended aircraft A0 form a multipath environment; therefore, the

received signal at the aircraft A0 would be a combination of LOS component and

delayed multipaths components. Following single-bounced multipath geometry,

the received baseband signal having L multipath components can be written as

y(t) =
L−1∑
l=0

αl(t)x(t− τl) + n(t) (4.19)

This expression can also be written as

y(t) =
L−1∑
l=0

K−1∑
k=0

αl(t)bkck(t− τl) + n(t) (4.20)

From the expression, it can be conveniently observed that L multipath components

of composite signal including LoS component are received at A0 in which each

component carries the desired information of A0 along with interfering content of

the K − 1 multiuser interferers (i.e. of K − 1 proximate aircrafts).
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4.3.5.2 Narrow-Beam Communication Link Scenario

In narrow-beam communication link scenario, it is assumed that the ground station

(G) is equipped with smart antenna system and is capable of radiating separate

directed radio beams through its advanced spatial-processing capability towards

each aircraft Ak present in the coverage region of G. Spatial Division Multiple Ac-

cess (SDMA) based communication is the most sophisticated utilization of physical

communication channel with only angular separation among users in a multiuser

system. An illustrative representation of narrow-beam based communication link

scenario is shown in Fig. 4.7. SDMA-based communication system accommodates

various users by assigning separate spatial signatures on the basis of their physical

location in view of the transmitter. Through sophisticated utilization of space, it

can increase the capacity of the system by reusing frequency, with simultaneous

transmissions. The same working methodology of SDMA -based communication

system can be employed to design a narrow-beam communication system for G2A

communication.
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Figure 4.7: G2A Narrow-beam communication link scenario.
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Consider an SDMA-based G2A base station (G) is communicating simultaneously

with K number of active aircrafts Ak flying in the coverage region of G, where k =

0, 1, 2, ..., K − 1. Moreover, it is assumed that ground station G is equipped with

adaptive planar antenna arrays with M × N antenna elements and is capable of

radiating highly directional narrow beams towards aircrafts Ak while tracking their

precise location in the space. An illustrative scenario of narrow-beam based G2A

communication system is presented in Fig. 4.7. The ground station G separates the

data streams of each connected aircraft Ak by assigning associated beamforming

matrices W0, · · · ,WK−1 of dimension M × N to all the connected aircrafts Ak

over the same channel. Hence, the signal received at the intended aircraft A0 can

be written as follows

y(t) =
L−1∑
l=0

K−1∑
k=0

M∑
m=0

N∑
n=1

wkmnamn(θl, φl)αl(t)sk(t− τl) + n(t) (4.21)

where, wkmn is the mnth entry of kth beamformer for aircraft Ak, amn(θl, φl) is the

response of mnth antenna element of planar antenna to a path in direction (θl, φl),

αl(t) is the fading coefficient associated with lth signal propagation path in G2A

communication link, sk(t) is the information symbol of the nth aircraft and n(t)

is an additive white gaussian noise. From the above expression, it can be clearly

observed that L multipath components of composite transmitted signal received

at A0 carry desired information of A0 as well as the interfering content of the K−1

multiuser interferers connected with G2A communication link.

4.4 Model Limitations

Though the proposed geometric ground-to-air model encompasses all the physical

parameters of the channel and reflecting/scattering surfaces; however, there are

some limitations of the proposed model. Those can be listed as under.

1. The model does not address multi-altitude G2A multipaths geometry. Only

those multipath components are accommodated that arrive to the intended
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aircraft via proximate scattering aircrafts flying at the same altitude of the

intended aircraft. multipaths coming

2. The model does not encounter time-variations of the G2A multipath propa-

gation environment.



Chapter 5

G2A Channel Characterization

and Multi-Aircraft Interference

Modeling

This chapter characterizes G2A channel model and models multi-aircraft interfer-

ence in presence of proximate aircrafts around the intended aircraft. Section 5.1

provides a brief introduction to the fundamental parameters of the G2A commu-

nication channel model and develops an expression for total signal power received

at the intended aircraft coming from the ground station. In section 5.2, simulation

procedure is explained in detail and results are presented. A visualized interpre-

tation of interference caused in wide-beam and narrow-beam G2A communication

link scenarios is discussed in Section 5.3.

5.1 G2A Communication Channel Model

5.1.1 RADAR Cross Section (RCS)

In RADAR systems theory, RADAR Cross-Section (RCS) of scattering object is

defined as the ratio between the power density of the radio waves impinged on a

74
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scattering object and the power density scattered in the direction of the radar’s

receiving antenna. Eq. (3.1), presents the BRCS (σB) in complex electric field

amplitudes. In situations, when both the transmitter and receiver antennas are

placed at different locations by maintaining a considerable distance, the RADARs

are known as bistatic radars whereas the RCS is termed as Bistatic RADAR

Cross Section (BRCS). The formation of RCS collectively depends upon incident

angle of impinging wave, bistatic angle, reflection and absorption properties of the

reflecting surface, geometry of the object and the polarization of electromagnetic

wave at the reflecting object and the receiver. These terms compositely make it

complex to evaluate RCS of a scattering object. The geometry of the bistatic radar

based scenario for our proposed model is demonstrated in Fig. 5.1, where a bistatic

signal is illustrated to be received at the aircraft A2 as a result of the reflection

from aircraft A1 making bistatic angle θB. In the figure, d1 represents the distance

of target aircraft A1 from the transmitter and d2 represents the distance between

aircrafts A1 and A2. One counterpart of RCS is the spatial reflection coefficient

(SRC) that represents the same information while being used in different field of

research [99]. The interdependence relation between RCS (σB) and SRC (Γ) is

given in Eq. (3.7).
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Figure 5.1: A demonstrative scenario of bistatic signal reflection from the
surface of aircraft A1 on to A2.
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5.1.2 Aircraft Free-Space Radio Propagation Model

In this section, we intend to develop received signal model for the proposed G2A

propagation channel presented in chapter 4 of this thesis. In this model, the Frii’s

free-space equation is used to express the total amount of power received at the

intended aircraft (A0) coming from the ground station via multiple paths. The

Frii’s free space propagation model is usually used to express the received sig-

nal strength when there is no obstructor between transmitter and receiver. It

predicts the decay of the received power as a function of separation distance be-

tween a transmitter and a receiver raised to some power i.e. a power law function.

Ground-to-Air (G2A) communication can be considered as a free-space propaga-

tion with a direct line-of-Sight (LoS) present at most of the time. Consider a G2A

wireless communication scenario, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. For simplicity, only one

scattering aircraft other than the intended aircraft is considered. let dGA0 , dGA1

and dA1A0 denote distance from ground station (GS) to the intended aircraft A0,

GS to scattering aircraft A1 and aircraft A1 to A0 respectively, as shown in the

figure. Assume the G2A wireless transmitter radiates electromagnetic waves in

the transmitting direction with peak power output Pt and directive transmit gain

Gt. Consider that the scattering aircraft A1 re-radiates part of the received power

to the intended aircraft A0, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The received power density at

aircraft A1 with distance dGA1 from a transmitting antenna can be represented as

PA1
r =

PtGt

4πd2GA1

(5.1)

Depending upon the cross sectional size of the aircraft A1, the surface of the

aircraft may intercept some part of the radiated power and re-radiates it in all

possible directions. The measure of the intercepted power depends upon the size,

orientation, physical shape and material of the aircraft. Since, BRCS specifies the

ability of reflecting electromagnetic signals towards a specific direction; therefore,

all the above-mentioned factors can be lumped together in one target-specific

parameter, BRCS discussed in Sec. 5.1.1. It is the ratio of the reflected power to

the incident power intercepted by the aircraft. The RCS of the scattering aircraft
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Figure 5.2: An illustration of G2A signal propagation geometry.

A1 can be defined as

σ(θi, φi, θ, φ) =
Pref

PA1
r

m2 (5.2)

which implies that

Pref = σ(θi, φi, θ, φ)PA1
r (5.3)

where Pref is the total amount of power reflected from the surface of the aircraft

A1 and PA1
r is the amount of power density received by the aircraft A1. Thus, the

total power density received by the intended aircraft A0 via scattering aircraft A1

can be expressed as

PA1A0
r =

Pref

4πd2A1A0

(5.4)
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by substituting the expression of Pref , the equation becomes

PA1A0
r =

σ(θi, φi, θ, φ)PA1
r

4πd2A1A0

(5.5)

by incorporating Eq. (5.1) in Eq. (5.5), the total power received at the receiver

antenna of aircraft A0 having an effective aperture Ae is

PA1A0
r =

PtGtAeσB(θi, φi, θ, φ)

(4π)2d2GA1
d2A1A0

(5.6)

utilizing expression Ae = Grλ2

4π
, the total power received at the intended aircraft

A0 via aircraft A1 can be expressed as follows:

PA1A0
r =

PtGtGrλ
2σB(θi, φi, θ, φ)

(4π)3d2GA1
d2A1A0

(5.7)

In addition to the power received by A0 via A1, the aircraft A0 also receives signal

power directly from the ground communication link as,

PGA0
r =

PtGtGrλ
2

(4π)2d2GA0

(5.8)

Hence, the total power received at the aircraft A0 can be expressed as follows

Pr =
PtGtGrλ

2

(4π)2d2GA0

+
PtGtGrλ

2σB(θi, φi, θ, φ)

(4π)3d2GA1
d2A1A0

(5.9)

5.2 Simulation Results and Discussion

In order to analyze the proposed G2A communication channel model a quasi-

realistic simulation scenario is developed in this section. For this purpose, the

simulation procedure consists of three steps with the ultimate goal of generating

power delay profile (PDP) of G2A communication environment. At first, mul-

tipath components of the transmitted signal in the proposed G2A propagation

environment are generated using the proposed geometry discussed in chapter 4

of this thesis. Secondly, the bistatic RCS (BRCS) of each scattering aircraft is
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estimated that provides one of the afore-mentioned NLoS multipaths as a result

of reflection from the surface of the aircraft. Finally, PDP of the proposed model

is generated by combining the power from all the multipaths with their respective

delays.

5.2.1 Environment Description and Ray-Tracing

In this section, we intend to form a quasi-realistic G2A propagation environment in

Matlabr for the time dispersive analysis of the G2A communication system. The

model gives an insight of real G2A communication environment by incorporating

safe-separation distance and prospective scatterers around the intended aircraft,

as presented in Fig. 5.3. This model is further used to extract the parametric in-

formation of G2A communication channel. For simulation purpose, the intended

aircraft and the proximate scattering aircrafts are assumed to be located at a

constant altitude of 30 km from the ground while maintaining a safe-separation

distance of 10 Km from each other. For simplicity, only two circular rings of ra-

dius 10 and 20 Km are considered, which are the conceivable boundary/locations

of the proximate scattering aircrafts at which they can fly by keeping the mini-

mum safe separation distance. Although, some more scattering aircrafts can be

accommodated on the second circular ring; however, the reflected signals coming

via those aircrafts will reach with larger delays and negligible power. As shown

in the figure, the positions of the scattering aircrafts are the intersecting points

between the circular and elliptical rings as explained in Sec. 4.3.4. Depending

upon the assumed scenario, a total of 12 scattering aircrafts can be placed around

the intended aircraft, among them 6 aircrafts reside on first circular ring and the

other 6 reside on the second circular ring. Hence, in the designed scenario, a total

of 12 multipath components excluding LoS component may arrive at the receiver

of the intended aircraft. Three elliptic rings are shown in the figure, which are the

result of the cross section of the plane and the prolate spheroid at its focal point

where the intended aircraft is located. The details of plane cross sectioned ellipse

are given in the chapter 4 of this work. For better understanding, the top view of
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Figure 5.3: Ground-to-Aircraft 3D propagation model.

G2A propagation model is shown in Fig. 5.4. From the figure, it can be observed

that among the 6 scattering aircrafts, 2 reside on the first elliptic ring, 2 on the

second and 2 on the third elliptic ring. The same is the case for aircrafts located

on the outer circular ring. In Fig. 5.5(a) and Fig. 5.5(b), formation of propaga-

tion paths having identical path lengths via scattering aircrafts residing on inner

and outer circles is shown. From the figures, it can be seen that some paths have

the same propagation path lengths. Fig. 5.5(a) shows that the three unique path

lengths that emerge due to the signals coming via the 6 aircrafts present on the

inner circle are 174.3174, 183.0523 and 191.3670. Likewise, the same propagation

path lengths 174.3174, 183.0523 and 191.3670 are also experienced by the signals

coming via aircrafts located on the outer circle. As discussed in chapter 4 of this

research work, prolate spheroid follows the same properties of the ellipse; therefore,

multipath components coming through scattering aircrafts located on the same el-

liptic ring will reach at the receive antenna of the intended aircraft with identical

delay (τ) traversing the same distances. In short, the equidelay multipaths will

add up in-phase at the receiver as shown in Fig. 5.6, where all possible multipaths
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Figure 5.4: Top view of the G2A 3D propagation model.

along with line-of-sight (LoS) signals are shown with their respective frequency of

occurrence. Uniting all the multipaths of the proposed scenario, Fig. 5.6 gives a

precise information of the number of occurrence about all multipaths with different

equidelay stems. The figure also explains that all scattering aircrafts associated

with the same path lengths are located on the same prolate spheroid with the

transmitter and receiver at its focal points. It is also worth observing that all 12

proximate scattering aircrafts form three unique equidelay multipaths. However,

the number of equidelay multipaths depends upon the location of the scattering

aircrafts, with respect to the intended aircraft and the ground station.

5.2.2 BRCS Approximation of Scattering Aircrafts

As discussed earlier in subsection 5.1.1, RCS and reflection coefficients have inter-

dependence on each other; therefore, RCS can be used interchangeably to extract

the reflective properties of scattering aircrafts. Therefore, in order to observe
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Figure 5.5: Frequency of occurrence of the propagation path lengths of the
signals coming via scattering aircrafts located on inner and outer circles.

the reflection properties of the scattering aircrafts in our proposed G2A propa-

gation scenario, RCS of scattering aircrafts is required. For this purpose, scat-

tering/reflection properties of the incident electromagnetic (EM) waves from the

surface of the scattering aircrafts are acquired using a facet-based model of aircraft
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Figure 5.6: Propagation path lengths of signals coming from scattering air-
crafts and their occurrences.

Figure 5.7: Facet-based model of aircraft A380r.

A380r and a MATLAB-based physical optics simulation tool POFACETr. For

more details about Facet-based modeling and POFACETr the reader may consult

to [99, 102, 103]. Since, POFACETr requires a facet-based model of A380r to

predict its RCS; therefore, AnyCADr software is used to generate its facet-based

representation, as shown in Fig. 5.7. The simulations are performed in spherical co-

ordinate system using incident angles (θi, φi) and observation angles (θ, φ,), where

θ is elevation angle and φ is azimuth angle. As the proposed model is considered

to be static; therefore, the incident angles of the transmitted signal on the surface
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of aircraft would be fixed. Though, BRCS can be evaluated over a wide range of

observation angles equivalent to spherical geometry in the range 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and

0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. However, since all the aircrafts are presumed to be steady with fixed

height; therefore, BRCS only at zero-elevation plane (i.e. θ = 0◦) is needed to be

estimated with observation angles ranging from 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. Following the geom-

etry of the proposed G2A communication model, incidence angles of radio signals

impinged on the surface of aircrafts can be measured. For instance, the incident

angles pertaining to a particular scattering aircraft positioned at (170.1385,10,30)

are θi = 260.0169◦ and φi = 183.3637◦ and its corresponding observation angle at

the intended aircraft in azimuth plane is φ = 270◦. The estimated BRCS (σB)

related to the above-mentioned incident angle in azimuth plane are shown in the

Fig. 5.8 and the BRCS observed at the intended aircraft for φ = 270◦ is 52.07

dBsm. In the same manner, BRCS observations of each scattering aircraft with

its respective incident and observation angles can be estimated at the intended

aircraft. Table. 5.1 gives a summary of the parameters involved in the calculation

of BRCS i.e. the positions of aircrafts, POFACET incident angles, and observa-

tion angles with respect to the intended aircraft along with their resulting BRCS

observed at the intended aircraft.
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Figure 5.8: BRCS of a scattering aircraft in azimuthal plane.
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Table 5.1: Summary of the parameters involved in the calculation of BRCS,
along with their resulting BRCS observed at the intended aircraft.

Position of aircraft

(x,y,z )

POFACET Incident angles

(θ◦i ,φ
◦
i )

Observation Angle

φ◦

BRCS(dBsm)

σB(θi, φi, θ, φ)

(170.1385,10,30) (260.0169,183.3637) 270 52.0704

(161.4782,5,30) (259.4803,181.7735) 330 56.0249

(161.4782,5,30) (259.4803,178.2265) 30 59.6778

(170.1385,-10,30) (260.0169,176.6363) 90 60.8729

(178.7987,-5,30) (260.4789,178.3982) 150 60.6082

(178.7987,5,30) (260.4789,181.6018) 210 50.5264

(151.2395,6.5205,30) (258.7905,182.4687) 340.9647 51.1834

(151.2395,-6.5205,30) (258.7905,177.5313) 19.0353 53.5233

(159.3688,16.843,30) (259.3969,186.0329) 302.5954 52.5196

(159.3688,-16.843,30) (259.3969,173.9671) 57.4046 60.0943

(167.5154,19.8213,30) (259.9155,186.7482) 277.5385 40.9153

(167.5154,-19.8213,30) (259.9155,173.2518) 82.4615 67.8923

5.2.3 Power Delay Profile of G2A Communication

Channel

Multipath propagation in wireless communication channel causes severe degrada-

tion of the transmitted radio signal at the receiver due to destructive interfer-

ence. The time dispersive nature of the channel is usually determined through

power delay profile also known as multipath intensity profile. This indicates the

expected degree of time-dispersion and gives a distribution of average power of

various paths associated with a specific multipath delay. In G2A wireless com-

munication environment, a signal transmitted by GS may arrive at the receiver of

the intended aircraft via various multipath as a result of reflections or scattering

from the proximate scattering aircrafts. Utilizing the geometry of the proposed

G2A communication model and acquiring signal reflection properties of the sur-

face of the aircraft, the power delay profile of the model can be estimated. Fig. 5.9

presents a normalized power delay profile of the G2A communication channel per-

taining to the given example scenario. Here, the excess delay and average received

power is normalized by the delay and power of the first path (i.e LoS path). In
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the Figure, there are four rays, one for the direct path with zero delay (i.e. τ = 0)

and the remaining three paths are the reflections from the proximate scattering

aircrafts with delay τq > 0, where q = 1, 2, 3. In this model, the mean excess delay

(τ) and RMS delay spread (στ ) are measured to be 0.00212 ms and 0.0103 ms

respectively. These are the effective channel parameters that give a basis for the

performance comparative analysis of various multipath radio channels and provide

guidance in designing a wireless communication system. It is worth mentioning

here that if the delay spread exceeds a symbol duration (Ts) the received signal

gets contaminated with inter symbol interference (ISI). In general, coherence BW

(Bc) is considered inversely-proportional to the RMS delay spread (στ ); however,

no exact relationship exists between them [112]. As a rule of thumb, the coher-

ence bandwidth with a correlation level of 0.9 is defined as Bc ≈ 1
50στ

, that yields

Bc = 1.9448 kHz in our G2A communication channel case. A common rule of

thumb representing flat fading is when Ts ≥ 10στ and frequency selective fading

when Ts < 10στ for a correlation level of 0.7 approximately. In that case, Bc ≈ 1
10στ

yields Bc equals to 9.7238 kHz. Hence, the system may guarantee Rs = 9.72 ksps

with a symbol duration of Ts = 0.1028 ms without an equalizer and any higher

rate beyond this limit will require an equalizer. However, if equalizers are avoided

higher data rates can be achieved by intelligently selecting efficient modulation

schemes with respect to the time-variations of the channel conditions. In such

cases, Rb = kRs, where Rb is the achievable bit rate of the G2A communication

link and k is the number of bits per symbol.

5.3 Interference Visualization

Interference is a fundamental phenomenon of a wireless propagation environment

that limits the performance of wireless systems. It is basically the result of un-

wanted signals received at the same time when the desired signal arrives. To

observe and analyze the interference caused in a communication system, it is es-

sential to understand and visualize the signal propagation mechanism and have a

deep understanding of the technique employed for the transmission and reception
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Figure 5.9: Normalized power delay profile of the proposed G2A communica-
tion system model.

of the signal. Here, we intend to give a visual understanding of the interference

caused in both cases of G2A communication environments discussed in chapter 4

of this research i.e. wide-beam communication link and narrow-beam commu-

nication link. The visual interpretation represents signal power of the intended

aircraft, interference power from K − 1 proximate scattering aircrafts and AWGN

noise levels at each excess delay. Considering, the channel models of both scenar-

ios presented in chapter 4 of this research work, the received signal power can be

fragmented as follows.

Pr = P0 + PI + Pn (5.10)

where, P0 is the desired signal power of the intended aircraft A0, PI is the sum

of the interference powers, P
(k)
I ; k = 1, 2, · · · , K, caused by K − 1 proximate scat-

tering aircrafts and Pn is the thermal noise power. Although, the expression of

the received power in both scenarios is the same; however, both scenarios pos-

sess different proportions of the signal power, interference power, and the thermal

noise in each multipath received signal. Fig. 5.10, gives a visual demonstration of a

CDMA signal power received at different instants of time. CDMA system method-

ology accommodates multiple users by utilizing unique orthogonal codes for each
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Figure 5.10: Wide-beam interference power visualization.

user in the system and makes it possible to share the entire bandwidth with all

users. The system treats all users equally and provides them balanced opportu-

nities of communication over the same bandwidth. Thus, the proportion of the

transmitted signal power for the intended aircraft would be the same as those for

the other proximate aircrafts connected with the same G2A communication link.

After despreading the received signal at the intended aircraft would thus include

a major portion of the desired signal, a portion of Multiple Access Interference

(MAI) depending upon the received correlations of the signatures and the noise

power. In the figure, the interfering contributions of proximate aircrafts to the

intended aircraft are lumped together as a single interfering entity. If the orthog-

onality among spreading codes is maintained then MAI would become negligible

and the intended aircraft will behave as single user present in the system. It is per-

tinent to note here that each multipath is a source of interference for the intended

aircraft and a properly designed RAKE receiver can serve this purpose efficiently.

However, in reality, spreading codes lose their orthogonality in multipath propaga-

tion environment and may result in rising MAI that reduces system capacity and

bit-error-rate (BER) performance. On the other hand, in narrow-beam commu-
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Figure 5.11: Narrow-beam interference power visualization.

nication link scenario, the G2A station equipped with smart antenna technology

exploits the spatial separation of the aircrafts in airspace and accommodates mul-

tiple aircrafts to operate on the same carrier simultaneously. The system enhances

transmission quality by directing narrow beams towards the intended aircraft while

steering nulls towards other proximate aircrafts of no interest that may become

a source of interference. The employed system permits frequency reuse, improves

signal-to-inference ratio and reduces transmission power levels. In addition, the

deleterious effects of the multipath propagation and co-channel interference can be

mitigated by steering nulls towards the multipath generating sources. The system

treats each aircraft equally depending upon its physical location in the geographi-

cal airspace and tries to maintain optimal transmission power level for it that may

result in reducing interference to the proximate aircrafts. Thus, the intended air-

craft receives a major part of its information signal from the dedicated radio beam

exclusively generated for it through its unique spatial signatures depending upon

its position in the airspace. It is pertinent to mention here that in this scenario,

the intended aircraft may receive the interfering signals due to the existence of

proximate scattering aircrafts around it; however, these signals will be of negligi-

ble power and can thus be neglected. Fig. 5.11, presents a visual demonstration

of SDMA signal power received at different instants of time. In the figure, the
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interfering contributions from proximate scattering aircrafts are mentioned with a

single interfering entity.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, existing literature on A2G/G2A channel models have been inten-

sively reviewed and appropriate critical comments are given wherever needed.

From the literature, it has been observed that most of the published articles sup-

posedly model G2A channels interchangeably in the same way as that of land

mobile communication and G2A communication is generally thought to be a line-

of-sight (LoS) communication. In this regard, G2A multipath channel has been

profoundly analyzed by thoroughly differentiating its attributes from A2G commu-

nication link. Moreover, signal propagation mechanism in G2A communication has

been conscientiously examined to highlight the existence of multipath environment

due to the presence of scattering aircrafts in the vicinity of the intended aircraft.

Utilizing all the necessary information, a geometrically-based physical G2A mul-

tipath channel model has been proposed. The proposed model is developed on

the basis of three-dimensional confocal multipath prolate spheroids following the

assumption of single-bounced multipath geometry, where air station and ground

station are assumed to be located on their focal points. Moreover, it has been ob-

served that all the scattering aircrafts with the same altitude, causing multipaths

of the same propagation length can be assumed to be located on the boundary of

the equi-delay elliptic region as a result of cross-section of the prolate spheroid with

a horizontally-parallel plane at its focal point. This proposed model can be mod-

ified for any G2A multipath propagation scenario with appropriate choice of semi

91
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major and semi minor axes in accordance with the positions of scattering aircrafts

around the intended aircraft. The proposed model suitably justifies the existence

of multipath scattering environment around the intended aircraft and provides

an insight to analyze multiuser G2A communication in the presence of multipath

scattering in wide-beam and narrow-beam communication link scenarios. Analyt-

ical expressions for the received signal power at the intended aircraft have been

formulated for both wide-beam and narrow-beam communication link scenarios.

Furthermore, an expression for the total power received at the intended aircraft has

been developed and time-dispersive nature of the proposed G2A channel has been

analyzed. For time-dispersive analysis of the channel, power delay profiles (PDPs)

of the G2A wireless channel have been formulated utilizing multipath propaga-

tion geometry of the G2A communication link. For numerical computations, a

quasi-realistic G2A propagation environment has been developed in Matlabr.

The intensities of the reflected/scattered signals received at the intended aircraft

from the surface of proximate scattering aircrafts are predicted with the help of

bistatic radar cross section (BRCS). Numerical computations of BRCS have been

performed by incorporating a facet-based model of aircraft A380r with physical

optics-based simulation software POFACETr platform. Statistics of PDPs have

then been calculated and the expected data rates of the designed G2A commu-

nication scenario have been envisioned. Moreover, a visualized interpretation of

the interference caused in wide-beam and narrow-beam communication link sce-

narios have also been developed and illustrated. The proposed model is equally

applicable to analyze the performance of high data-rate communication link in

the network of passenger aircrafts, flocks of jet fighters and mesh of UAV drones.

This model can also be visualized as an alternative of generating tapped-delays

of several propagation scenarios for G2A communication systems. The proposed

model can not only be used to improve the analytic prediction of signals received

at the intended aircraft in the presence proximate scattering aircrafts but also can

be seen as a way to realistically simulate the exact scenario of G2A propagation

environment. The model can only stand valuable if it is used with proper channel

characteristics to accurately capture the salient features of the G2A propagation
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environment. This aspect of channel characterization is required to be explored in

future studies. The proposed research can also be utilized for performance anal-

ysis of high data-rate communication links with high mobile speeds over sparsely

distributed multipath channels. As a future work, the proposed model can easily

be extended to cater to multi-altitude multi-ray scenarios for aircrafts, unmanned

aerial vehicles (UAVs) and micro air vehicles (MAVs). The proposed model can

be verified by measurement results, obtained in rigorous measurement campaigns

which were not possible at our end.
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Appendix A

Proof of the Intersection Ellipse Formed as a

Result of Plane Cross-Section of Prolate Spheroid

at its Focal Point

A.1 Prolate Spheroid with Successive Elliptical

Rings

Consider a prolate spheroid with dimensions cp along z-axis, ap along x-axis and

bp along y-axis. A prolate spheroid is a surface of revolution usually constructed

by rotating an ellipse along its major axis. An illustration of prolate spheroid to

describe its axes representation is shown in Fig. A1. In the figure, one elliptical ring

of maximum dimension (covering outer boundary of prolate spheroid along major

axis) can be envisioned with its semi-major and semi-minor axes equivalent to cp

and ap respectively. Furthermore, the circular ring shown in the Fig(1) has radius

ap because according to the properties of prolate spheroid, the two minor axes of

prolate spheroid are equal i.e ap = bp. Following the axes properties, the elliptical

ring lies in xz-plane while the circular ring lies in xy-plane as perpendicular to the

plane of elliptical ring. From now onwards, the elliptical and circular rings will

be mentioned as Er and Cr respectively. By visualizing the concept of elliptical

rings, the three dimensional prolate spheroid can be represented with the help of

successive elliptical rings located in yz-plane with specific lengths of semi-major

111
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Figure A1: Axes representation of a triaxial prolate spheroid with a perspec-
tive of elliptical and circular rings .

and semi-minor axes according to Er and Cr respectively. An illustration to express

the methodology of successive elliptical rings is shown in the Fig. A2. Consider a

total of N elliptical rings are possible to cover the whole surface of prolate spheroid.

The elliptical ring located at the origin (Center) has lengths of semi major and

minor axes equivalent to the lengths of semi major and semi minor axes of prolate

spheroid, which are cp and ap. For simplicity, the successive elliptical rings located

in yz-plane are termed as Esr. The length of major and minor axes of Esr decreases

as when the Esr moves away from the origin and becomes zero when it reaches at

a distance equal to semi-minor axis ap of prolate spheroid. Consequently, it can

be concluded that the lengths of semi-major and semi-minor axes of Esr’s would

change according to the distances of Esr’s from the origin, where they are located.

From the observation of the lengths of major and minor axes of Esrs, it is observed

that the lengths of major axis of Esr follows elliptical properties of Er while minor

axis adopts circular characteristics of Cr. Hence, in a precise manner, each Esr

can be characterized with the help of crossed elliptical ring Er and circular ring
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Figure A2: An illustration of successive ellipses of a prolate spheroid in yz-
plane.

Cr. From the viewpoint of plane cross-section of prolate spheroid along its major

axis, these elliptical rings give information of major and minor axes of intersection

ellipse as a result of plane cross section of prolate spheroid.

With the help of polar radial length r0 of elliptical ring Er originated at origin,

the semi-major and semi-minor lengths of En
sr (say nth successive elliptical ring)

can be calculated by using the following expressions.

ansr = r0 sin(φn) (A.1)

=
cpap sin(φn)√

a2p + (c2p − a2p) cos2(φn)

and

bnsr = ap sin(φ̃n) (A.2)

where, φn is the angle between the x-axis and the line formed by joining the one

end point of major axis of En
sr with the center. With the same manner, φ̃n is the

angle between the x-axis and the line formed by joining the one end point of minor

axis of En
sr with the center. An illustrative view of both the angles is shown in
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Fig. A3 along with the perspective of side and top view.
z-axis

x-axis

y-axis

Top view

Side view

y-axis

x-axis

z-axis

x-axis

Figure A3: Top and side perspective view of elliptical and circular ring around
prolate spheroid.

A.2 Major and Minor Axes of the Ellipse

Resulted from the Prolate Intersectioned

With Plane

In this section, the major and minor axes of plane cross-sectioned ellipse of prolate

spheroid are formulated and expressed in detail. An illustration of intersection

ellipse as a result of plane cross-section of a prolate spheroid is shown in Fig. 4(a).

The major and minor axes of the intersection ellipse are termed as acs and bcs

respectively.
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(a) Formation of intersection ellipse through a
plane cut of prolate spheroid.
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(b) Focal chord of the elliptical ring Er with respective
radial lengths r1 and r2.

Figure A4: A perspective diagram of the intersection ellipse and corresponding
elliptical ring for the calculation of its major axis.

A.2.1 Major Axis of Intersection Ellipse

The major axis of ellipse formed through a plane cross-section of prolate spheroid

at its focal point f is obtained by considering an elliptical ring Er of maximum

dimension. The elliptical ring Er covers the outer boundary of prolate spheroid

along xz-plane with its major axis along z-axis and minor axis along x-axis, as

mentioned earlier in Fig. A1. Since, the length of semi-major axis cp and semi-

minor axis ap of prolate spheroid is known, therefore, the elliptical ring Er can be

formed and characterized by labeling cp and ap as its semi-major and semi-minor

axes i.e am = cp and bm = ap. The equation of the elliptical ring Er can be written

as follows.
z2

a2m
+
x2

b2m
= 1 ; am > bm (A.3)
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By considering the parametric equations, x = r cos(θ) and z = fm + r sin(θ) the

polar form of Eq. (A.3) can be expressed as follows.

r =
b2m

am +
√
a2m − b2m sin(θ)

(A.4)

Where, fm =
√
b2m − a2m is the focal point of elliptical ring and θ is the angle

between r1 and the line parallel to the x-axis as shown in the Fig. 4(b). In terms

of eccentricity em = fm
am

the Eq. (A.4) can be rewritten as

r =
am(1− e2m)

1 + em sin(θ)
(A.5)

Following the angular geometry, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the radial lengths r1 and

r2 can be calculated by substituting angles θ and θ + π. Hence, the length of the

major axis of the intersection ellipse formed through plane cross section of prolate

spheroid at its focal point can be obtained by summing both the radial lengths

r1 and r2 respectively. By adjusting the equivalent major and minor axes lengths

of prolate spheroid, the following expression yields length of semi-major axis of

intersection ellipse.

acs =
r1 + r2

2
(A.6)

=

 a2p

cp + sin(θ)
√
c2p − a2p

+
a2p

cp + sin(θ + π)
√
c2p − a2p

× 1

2

=
cpa

2
p

c2p cos2(θ) + a2p sin2(θ)

Whereas, the center of the cross sectioned ellipse is the mid point of the focal chord

PQ. With coordinates P (r1 cos(θ), r1 sin(θ)) and Q((r2 cos(π + θ), r2 sin(π + θ)))

the coordinates of the center of the cross-sectioned ellipse can be calculated as

follows.

C = (
r1 cos(θ) + r2 cos(π + θ)

2
, fm +

r1 sin(θ) + r2 sin(π + θ)

2
)

= (
r1 cos(θ)− r2 cos(θ)

2
,

2
√
c2m − a2m + r1 sin(θ)− r2 sin(θ)

2
) (A.7)

For a special case, when θ = 0 the focal chord turns to become a latus rectum

and the center point turns to focal point of prolate spheroid.
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A.2.2 Minor Axis of Plane Cross-Sectioned Ellipse

The length of the minor axis of the plane cross-sectioned ellipse is calculated after

correctly finding an accurate elliptical ring (E0) among Esr’s along yz-plane, which

exactly lie at mid point of the focal chord of the elliptical ring Er along xz-plane.

After locating and characterizing the accurate E0 elliptical ring, the length of the

chord of E0 passing through the mid point of the focal chord would define the

length of minor axis of plane-cross sectioned ellipse.

The elliptical ring E0 is characterized by using elliptical ring Er, circular ring Cr

and the line x = x′, where x′ = r1 cos(θ)−r2 cos(θ)
2

. The major axis of the E0 is defined

as the distance between the intersection points of Er and the line x = x′, while,

the minor axis is obtained by calculating the distance between the intersection

points of Cr and the line x = x′. The length of semi-major and semi-minor axes

of E0 are thus defined as follows.

aE0 =
cp

2ap

√
4a2p − (r1 − r2)2 cos2(θ) (A.8)

bE0 =

√
4a2p − (r1 − r2)2 cos2(θ)

2

After perfect characterization of E0, it will define the length of semi-minor axis of

the cross-sectioned ellipse of prolate spheroid. The length of the minor axis of the

cross sectioned ellipse is obtained by finding the distance between the intersection

points of ellipse E0 and the line z = z′, where z′ =
2
√
c2m−a2m+r1 sin(θ)−r2 sin(θ)

2
.

Hence, the following expression is obtained to define the semi-minor axis of the

plane cross-sectioned ellipse of prolate spheroid.

bcs =
bE0

aE0

√
a2E0
− z′2 (A.9)
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A.3 Numerical Result Verification of the

Proposed Closed-Form Expression

In order to verify the validity and the correctness of the proposed closed-form ex-

pressions, a commercial computer aided design software PTC Creo-Parametric c©

4.0 is used to generate a prolate spheroid and a plane. A prolate spheroid with its

semi-major axis of length 30 along z-axis and semi-minor axis of length 20 along

x-axis is developed. In order to obtain plane cross-section region of the prolate

spheroid, a plane making angle θ◦ with the line parallel to x-axis at focal point

of the prolate spheroid is cross-sectioned with the prolate spheroid. During this

verification, five different plane cross-section angles (θ = 0◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦) are

considered to construct the intersection ellipse specimens for the measurement of

major and minor axis lengths as shown in Fig. A5. The Fig. A5 presents four

different cases of intersection ellipse formation at cross-section angles 30◦, 45◦, 60◦

and 75◦ in Fig. 5(a), 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d) respectively. Moreover, the results are

also compared with the closed-form expression derived in [148]. A comparison

between the results of semi major and minor axes lengths obtained through the

proposed closed-form expression, Creo-Parametric c© and Klein [148] is tabulated

in Table.A1. The lengths of semi-major and semi-minor axes of the intersection

ellipse calculated through the proposed closed-form expression shows dissimilarity

with the results of Creo-Parametric c© and Klein [148]. By comparing the re-

sults, it can be concluded that the result of the proposed closed-form expressions

would be more accurate and reliable than the calculations of CAD software and

Klein [148]. This is due to the fact that in CAD softwares, some precision er-

ror may occur during the computation of the point to point distances which may

degrade the accuracy at insignificant level. In contrast, Klein [148] method uses

differential geometry to obtain the intersection ellipse between the plane and the

spheroid which may also induce insignificant error. In comparison, the proposed

closed-form expression uses simple direct formulation which do not involve any

estimation procedure, therefore, the proposed expression will always provide the

exact calculations with higher precision level of accuracy than Creo-Parametric c©
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(a) θ = 30◦ (b) θ = 45◦

(c) θ = 60◦ (d) θ = 75◦

Figure A5: Formation of intersection ellipses with the help of CAD software
Creo-Parametric c© 4.0 at angles θ = 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦.

and Klein [148].

Table A1: Accuracy comparison of the proposed closed-form expression.

Evaluation mechanism Klein [148] Creo-Parametric c© Proposed

θ◦ acs bcs acs bcs acs bcs

0 13.3300 13.3300 13.3338 13.3338 13.3300 13.3300

30 15.4843 14.3680 15.4850 14.3700 15.4839 14.3684

45 18.4600 15.6900 18.4600 15.6900 18.4615 15.6893

60 22.8550 17.4600 22.8550 17.4600 22.8571 17.4574

75 27.5218 19.1006 27.6800 19.2100 27.6821 19.2118
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